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Rating System

Grade Level

To quickly convey the overall quality of a
book, a rating appears in boldface type after
the bibliographical information.

Considerations:
• The intended reader's approximate grade
level appears immediately after the rating.

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special
recognition .

• When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of
readers, no upper limit is indicated .

A

Excellence. Books that receive a rating
of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among
young readers.

• Many books, including picture books, find
a favorable reader response far beyond
the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of subject, or format.

B

Recommended for libraries that need
additional books in a specific subject
area. Generally books with a rating of
B are dependable, if not outstanding.

C

NR

Will have appeal for some readers
despite significant shortcomings.
Should be purchased only after careful
consideration.
Not recommended.

Book Classification

Book classification follows the grade level.
Books are given a two-letter code, indicating
the genre of the particular book.

FI

Fiction

BI

Biography

PB

Picture book

PT

Poetry

NF

Nonfiction

Children's Book and Play Review (CBPR) is published five times annually, once every two

months from September through June, by Brigham Young University's Department of Teacher
Education, Department of Theatre and Media Arts, and Harold B. Lee Library. Statements and
opinions of CBPR are the responsibilities of the authors and reviewers and do not necessarily
reflect views, constitute endorsement, or set policy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints or Brigham Young University.
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Those Magic Moments
By Rachel L. Wadham
Librarian
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University

There is something mystical about the
moment when a child truly connects with a book.
It happens when a two year old asks for a favorite
story again, even after the fourth telling of it. A
connection occurs when a teenager laughs or cries
aloud at a novel. The moment happens when a
reluctant reader clamors for the next installment
of a favorite series. As teachers, librarians, and
parents, we realize that it does not matter when or
where the magical moment of connection occurs,
it is only important that it happen. Creating this
bond between a young person and a book is one of
our greatest joys, as well as one of our greatest
challenges. The most satisfying part of our job
comes when we see, hear, or feel a child make a
connection to a book that we have placed in their
hands. The challenge comes when we try to
determine how a child will react to a given book.
No mathematical formula exists that shows us
how to determine if a child with a certain type of
personality will connect with a particular type of
book. So we use our collective expertise and the
foremost reference sources to do the very best we
can. Even if there is no exact method we can use
to connect child and book, there are some tangible
reasons why children respond to literature.
Children connect with literature because it helps
them to discover themselves and the world around
them. Connections occur because books nurture a
child's natural creativity and imagination.
Literature also helps children break down
artificial barriers. Let us take a closer look at these
three reasons why children connect to books.
Discovering Themselves and Their World
Since its beginning, the major concern of all
literature has been the past, present, and future
state of the human race, both individually and
collectively. Without respect to genre, most
themes in books try to answer some of life's most
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basic questions: Who am I? Where am I going?
What am I doing here? What will happen to me in
the future? The growing-up years are one of the
times when answers to these questions of identity
and place are needed. Children constantly try to
determine where they fit into the society around
them. Toddlers throw tantrums to test the barriers
of their world. Teenagers often use more
rebellious or violent ways to discover society's
rules. Reading is one avenue through which
children can learn some of the fervently sought
answers to these questions.
Lloyd Alexander, author of numerous novels
and picture books for children, believes that for
young people, literature is a dress rehearsal for
life. Through books, young people are given time
to audition different aspects of their world. As
they read, they encounter diverse situations that
allow them to practice new values and ways of
dealing with problems. Literature guides children
through the numerous possible attitudes a person
can have toward life. Books show them an infmite
variety of values, emotions, and lifestyles. Then
books help young people select from this rich
pallet those portions which are correct for
themselves and the society around them. One item
of critical importance to children on this journey
of discovery is that it is done in a nonthreatening
environment. The perils and evils in books are not
overly harmful or overwhelming, and they are
easily vanquished by simply closing the pages
(Alexander, Future 165; Fantasy 444;
Identifications 144-45; High 584).
Many adults may be shocked or even outraged
at the numerous unbounded worlds available to
young people in books. This is especially true
when we propose that children use books to test
all aspects of their world. We are all inclined to
protect children from the harsh realities of the
world. In doing this we also try to censor the
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things young people read with the hopes of
keeping them innocent. This certainly is a noble
endeavor, but we must be extremely careful. Since
young people truly desire to know and experience
many things, it is important that we not make the
mistake of showing them only the simple, easy,
and light portions of the world. We must allow
them to discover the bad things, as well as the
good, so they may have an opportunity to
formulate their own values and find the solutions
to problems by themselves. As adults we must
guide children, but not manipulate them. It is the
children who are allowed to make mistakes who
are the most fortunate. For it is only through this
gentle, nonmanipulative guiding that young
people acquire the keys to their future (L'Engle,
Before Babel 668; Danger, 153).
Fostering Creativity and Imagination
Literature has an extraordinary capability to
foster children's natural creative and imaginative
potentials. Some adults believe that imagination is
an extraneous and often hazardous part of a
child's personality. This is far from true, however.
A fully developed imagination is an essential part
of a young person's character. One hundred years
ago, television, travel to the moon, and computers
were only visions in someone's imagination.
Without creative minds, these things would have
never existed. If we continue to devalue
imagination, it is highly possible that in the next
hundred years, the number of extraordinary
inventions and societal advancements will
decrease.
From birth, young people's imaginations are
turned on and their minds opened. However,
somehow along the way most children's natural
imaginative inclinations are stifled. Whether they
are suppressed by experiences at school or home,
by the time they are young adults, many children
have lost the ability to embrace the seemingly
impossible world of the imagination (Alexander,
Literature 308-309). The responsibility to capture
and retain a child's natural imagination rests upon
us. We, the parents, teachers, and children's
librarians, must ensure that through education and
experience a young person's imagination is
nurtured and that it increases in ability and
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quality. Children are filled with a sense of
discovery, and their imaginations soak up
everything around them. These growing-up years
when the imagination is fully functional are
crucial in determining what kind of adult a child
will become. During this time it is extremely vital
that children go on looking, listening, and reading.
Books are one of the main tools we can use to
help children develop and keep their imaginations.
Reading is a key to opening a child's mind. For it
is only through the pages of books that children
have the ability to explore the entire physical
world, as well as the whole world of the
imagination (Cooper, Dreams 59, 117, 122-23,
170).
Breaking Down Barriers
As adults we have built up many barriers that
affect how we relate to the world we live in.
Prejudice, sexism, stereotyping, and fear are just
a few of these barriers. Some of these, such as fear
of snakes, for example, can be beneficial and
helpful to us. Others, such as prejudice, are only
destructive. In the battering around that is the
growing-up process, children also develop these
barriers. A child may take on a protective shell of
fear of snakes after receiving a bite. A teenager
may take on a barrier of racial prejudice in order
to fit in with a local peer group. No matter what
the barrier is, these types of boundaries only close
the doors of possibility for children. A fear of
snakes may shut the door to the entire world of
wonderfully creepy reptiles. The barrier of racial
prejudice closes young people off from potential
friends, and if it leads to violence, entire lives of
possibility can be cut short.
Author of many books for children, Susan
Cooper has observed that young people react to
books in a very uncomplicated manner. Young
people experience literature with much the same
attitude grown-ups have when they have just
fallen in love. Children surrender to books with
complete acceptance, warmth, and generosity.
Because children are more accepting, children's
literature is more apt to present anything at all
without barriers. Their intended audience gives
children's authors an honest slate of literary
elements to work with (Cooper, Address 54). This
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candid honesty helps children see the world in the
best light. Books can present world views that are
free of barriers. The contrasts between characters
who live with and without barriers show children
more positive ways of living. By exposing them to
numerous events and to many different views of
life, reading assists young people as they break
down their own boundaries. Children close their
open doors of potential and create barriers
because they are frightened by the perceived evils
that lurk around them. It is up to us, the adults, to
show children how to have the courage to open
the doors and break down the artificial barriers
they create (L'Engle, Key 267).
Summing It All Up
It is difficult, even impossible, to determine
how a certain child will react to a certain book.
However, there are some tangible reasons why
children connect with books. First, books help
children discover themselves and the world
around them. Second, books nurture a child's
natural imagination and creativity. Third, books
help children break down barriers. Studying these
reasons will not give us the ability to ensure that
every child responds to every book. Taking a
closer look at them will, however, help us gain a
greater understanding of how children look at and
respond to books. Hopefully, as we understand
more about the minds and hearts of children, the
probability of our making successful connections
becomes even higher.
The process of making a connection with a
book is not simple, and young people need a lot of
guidance along the way. It is during this time of
guidance that we have the marvelous task of
becoming the wizards and fairy godmothers that
show the hero the path to the boon. Sadly, as we
guide children to books, we may never know what
door of potential we have opened or even exactly
what the children did with what we gave them.
These things would be nice to know but are not
necessary. What truly matters is that we provided
them with a wonderful experience, opened up a
window to their imaginations, and gave them the
courage to tackle their barriers (L'Engle, Key
268).
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Meet Brad Teare, a Utah Artist
By Lillian H. Heil
Professor Emeritus
Department of Teacher Education
Brigham Young University

Strictly speaking, Brad Teare was not a Utah
artist until he moved near Logan to study art at
Utah State University in the late 1970s. Brad was
born in Kansas and has always enjoyed drawing.
When asked if there were any artists in his family,
Brad replied that his great-grandfather was an
artist, and some of his paintings were in his family
home. He realizes now that his grandfather's
career as an artist was thwarted by the economic
problems during the Depression.
Brad's interest in art started early. He
remembers his frustration in kindergarten because
he couldn't draw as well as an older brother, but
by fIrst grade he was happier with his artistic skill
and decided he would be an artist. In grade school,
high school, and college, he contributed cartoons
and comic strips to student publications.
In 1976 Brad and a friend traveled to Idaho
and built a log cabin near Moscow, Idaho, on
land belonging to an older brother. Brad lived in
that log cabin and studied fme art for two years at
the University ofldaho in Moscow. A fellow artist
and friend recommended the art program at Utah
State University, so Brad moved to the Logan area
to take art classes for three years. Looking back,
he realizes he never really intended to graduate
because he took nothing but art classes. Brad
married a fellow student and graduated to the
"married class." They purchased a home in
Providence, Utah (near Logan), which they rented
out when they decided to move near the New
York City area. For fIve years (1988-1993) he did
free lance work for the New York Times (as an
artist for its editorial page) and for the United
Features Syndicate, a company that did cartoons
and features on current news and sold them to
newspapers throughout the United States.
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Teare's fIrst children's book was published by
Harcourt Brace in 1994. It is entitled Green Song,
with narration by Doris Plenn and illustrations by
Brad Teare. He has also illustrated Countdown to
2000 published by Gibbs Smith and Will You Still
Love Me published by Deseret Book. He wrote
and illustrated Cypher published by Gibbs Smith.
Brad continues to work as a free-lance artist, and
his family have returned to their home in
Providence. His current project is a show at the
Alliance for the Varied Arts in Logan.
Brad varies his art style according to the
project or book he is illustrating, but a frequently
used style is the many-lined, cross-hatched style
reminiscent of wood-block prints. He got started
with that look by actually doing woodcuts. The
old fashioned feeling conveyed by the woodcut
style probably got him the job of illustrating Rick
Walton's recent picture book poem entitled Dance
Pioneer Dance. To comply with Brigham Young's
advice to the pioneers to mix the recreation of
dancing with the hard work of being a pioneer,
Rick Walton has created a lively, vigorous poem
that celebrates an evening of dancing by the fIrst
party of Mormon pioneers who came to the Salt
Lake Valley in 1847.
At the beginning, the illustrations show a
wagon train stopped for the night, fIres burning,
food cooking, and a fIddler warming up for the
dance. Teare's woodcut style fIts the pioneer
subjects, and his lively people let the reader know
they had energy left at the end of a day of travel.
As the poem picks up speed, the dance picks up
participants, and Teare begins adding animals to
the scene. First, the chickens and roosters join.
The cross-hatching and busy lines of this style
make even the stationery objects come alive.
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Ri~ht and left \lrand, away you fiy
To the Valley by and by.
A rijtht and left around the riO\!
While chicRens fly and roosters sin\l.

© 1997 Brad Teare, illustrations; Rick Walton, text. Used by permission of Deseret Book Company.

Notice the log with its interesting pattern of
scratched lines, and the rooster, who is giving his
all, as shown by the burst of lines emitting from
his beak. Teare' s illustration almost makes the
rooster's song and the stomping of his feet
audible. The hens are no less lively as they play
instruments; they hold their ears and fly around,
leaving a trail of feathers to add to the activity in
the picture.
A grizzly bear, goats, pigs, and horses join the
dance, evidence for Teare's comment that the

illustrations "get more and more outrageous."
Against the night sky, the prairie dogs and lizards
join the dance to the light of a pioneer lantern.
The static pop-eyed onlookers and the prairie dog,
who looks as if he had too much of whatever is in
that jug, provide a dramatic contrast to the wild
dance of the gleeful prairie dog and lizard at
center stage. Their kicked-up heels would make
them good prospects for running the high hurdles
on a track team.

Bow to your left.
Then bow to your ri~ht.
Swin~ that lizard. she won't bite.
Spin that cow, tbat pretty Iil' thinll.
Hold on til/htand . ..
Pioneer. swin~.
Pioneer. swin~.
Hold on to that chicRen win\l.
Dance around the prairie.

Everyone be merry,

Swing. Pioneer. swin\t!

© 1997 Brad Teare, illustrations; Rick Walton, text. Used by permission of Deseret Book Company,
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All join paws and head on west.
Ezra. Heber. da nce your best.
On to Zion now. advance!
With the rest now . ..
Pioneer. dance.
Pioneer. dance.
Pic~ up your heels and hitch up your pants.
Dance across the prairie.
Everyone be merry.
Dance. Pioneer. dance!

© 1997 Brad Teare, illustrations; Rick Walton, text. Used by permission of Deseret Book Company.

The book ends with the dawn of the next day
as the happy pioneers move onward. The narration
still dances as the train moves over the horizon,
and so do the illustrations. The wagons roll off to
the tune of an animal band led by one of the
chickens. The grizzly is on the bass, a goat plays
a harmonica, a chicken has a tambourine, and a
bug-eyed rattlesnake puffs away on a tuba (the
coil of the horn neatly fitting on the coils of the
rattler). Teare's illustrations have combined and
added to the vigorous, poetic rhythm and sound to
show that pioneers did indeed know how to have
fun.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss1/9

As a small footnote, Teare reveals that he
often puts his daughter Ashley's initials
somewhere in his books. Look on the back cover
at the chest under the rocking chair with the cat on
it. On the top of the lid you will see the letters
A.T., standing for Ashley Teare. Ashley is also
the model for a coloring book on Latter-day Saint
temples published by Deseret Book, Ashley T.
Pratt's World Temple Tour.
Watch for more children' s books illustrated
by Brad Teare, an artist living in Providence,
Utah, whom Utah is proud to claim.
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Book Reviews

Ahlberg, Janet and Allan. PEEK-A-BOO!
Illustrated by Janet and Allan Ahlberg.
Viking, 1997. ISBN 0-670-87176-1. $6.99.
Unpaginated.
B Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Sarah Fisher

From sun-up to sun-down what does a child
see? This book shows the world from the eyes of
a baby. "Here's a little baby, One two three. Sits
in his high chair what does he see? PEEK-ABOO!" A hole on the page gives a glimpse into
what baby sees. Tum the page and ... he sees
everything from his mother making breakfast to
his grandma hanging the wash outside to dry. And
don't forget his ever-present teddy and ball!
Throughout the day, baby's view of the world
changes as he goes outside, to the park, into his
bath, and finally to bed.
Written in poem form, the text is catchy and
fun. The subject matter and durability (a board
book) suggest that this book would be aimed at
very young children. However, the text is wordy
and long and far surpasses the attention span of
most infants and toddlers. The pictures are also
too finely detailed for most babies, though
intriguing for older tots. Though the story is a
good idea and fun for children, this book is not
recommended for babies younger than two, unless
the parent simplifies the words a great deal.

••••
Alcott, Louisa May. Little Women. lllustrated by
Jame's Prunier. Viking, 1997. ISBN 0-67087705-0. $23.99. 285 pp.

*

6-12 FI

Reviewed by Sarah Fisher

A timeless classic, Little Women has captured
the hearts of readers since 1868. Set in the
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northeast during the Civil War, four sisters learn
the true gifts of life: health, family, friends, and
integrity. Though poor and disheartened by the
war, the girls learn to find joy in serving others
and keeping busy. Even when tragedy strikes, as
happens when the third sister, Beth, comes down
with the scarlet fever and the father is seriously
injured in battle, the girls pull through. The love
they share for each other and the wisdom of their
mother assist them in growing up to be fine,
talented ladies in an advancing, sometimes trying
world.
This hard-bound edition of the book is not
only Alcott's whole story, but also a captioned,
illustrated view into the mid-1800s. Insightful
captions on nearly every page explain the culture
and proceedings typical of this time period. These
range from the clothing and hair styles of the day
to interesting tidbits about the war and setting.
Striking watercolor illustrations add a final touch
to the informative, delightful literary work. If any
readers would like to both learn about the customs
and traditions of a fascinating time in history, as
well as fall in love with a classic, this is the book
for them.

••••
Arnold, Tedd. Parts. Dial,1997. ISBN 0-80372041-6. $14.99. Unpaginated.

*

3-8 PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

When a few pieces of hair fallout, a young
boy concludes that he is falling apart! Evidence
mounts when he fmds some fuzz under his shirt
(his stuffmg must be coming out), followed by
bits of skin peeling from his toes (soon he'll be
down to the bone). He determines that "the glue
that holds our parts together isn't holding me!"
The boy is glad his dad keeps a lot of masking
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tape around, because he's certain to need it. The
distressed youngster is fmally comforted by his
parents, who explain how body "parts" work.
Children are enthralled by the naivete of the
main character; they are eager to correct his
misconceptions as they tum the pages of this
delightful book. The book is a natural introduction
to a health unit. The cartoon-like illustrations are
simple. The character's enlarged head and bulging
eyes capture the anxiety felt in the story. The
rhyming text, presented in fIrst person, has a nice
flow. The humorous book is a real hit!

••••

The text, "I can roar like a lion, I can oink like
a pig," combines two favorites of young
children-animals and their sounds. The story
affIrms that a child can pretend to be anything.
Although the illustrations are crude, the design of
the book creates intrigue for the preschool
audience.

••••

Aye, Nila. Orchard's Little Yellow Book of
Nursery Rhymes. lllustrated by Nila Aye.
Orchard, 1998. ISBN 0-531-30062-5. $5.95.
Unpaginated .
----. Orchard's Little Red Book of Nursery
Rhymes. 1998. ISBN 0-531-30061-7. $5.95.
- . Orchard's Little Blue Book of Nursery
Rhymes. 1998. ISBN 0-531-30063-3. $5.95.
- . Orchard's Little Green Book of Nursery
Rhymes. 1998. ISBN 0-531-30060-9. $5.95.
A K-2 FI PB

© 1997 Tedd Arnold

Asch, Frank. I Can Roar Like a Lion. Kids Can
Press, 1997. ISBN 1-55074-382-1. $3.95.
Unpaginated.
B 1-5 PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

I Can Roar Like a Lion is a simple but
cleverly designed board book. The face of each
animal is cut out. A mirror is glued in the back of
the book so that a child can see his face as the
face of each animal.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss1/9

Reviewed by Janna Wise

This is a wonderful set of four nursery rhyme
books perfect for little readers. Each book is fairly
small, yet it is packed with famous and not-sofamous nursery rhymes, coupled with amusing
illustrations. The "color" of each book indicates to
some degree the contents-for example, in the
Blue Book one can fInd such rhymes as "Little
Betty Blue," and "Little Boy Blue"; while the Red
Book has "The Queen of Hearts," and "Ladybird,
Ladybird, Fly Away Home." The detailed
illustrations make the books extra special, because
they interpret some of the nursery rhymes in ways
a little different from the ordinary. These books
would be appropriate for any library.

••••

Bastyra, Judy. Fun Food. Lerner, 1997. ISBN 157505-204-0. $17.50. Unpaginated.
A K-4 NF Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

It is always entertaining to create a work of
art with food. This delightful food book shows,
with step-by-step instructions, how to create such
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delicacies as "Monster Roll," "Shortbread
House," "Melon Crab," and "Salad Forest." There
are ten crafty recipes in all. Each item is fully
illustrated with cartoon-type pictures interspersed
with real photographs.
After trying some of these delectable dishes,
the reader will see how user-friendly the
instructions are. They are fun for children as well
as adults to create and eat.

••••
Berenstain, Stan and Jan. Queenie's Crazy Crush.
lllustrated by Stan and Jan Berenstain.
Random House, 1997. ISBN 0-679-88745-8.
$3.99. 103 pp.
A 3-5 FI PB

Reviewed by Sarah Fisher

Bear Country School never changes-same
school, same teachers, same everything year after
year. But when Mr. Smock, the new art teacher,
arrives, all trouble breaks loose! To Queenie
McBear, Mr. Smock is also Mr. Heartthrob. Her
new crush literally crushes Too-Tall, Queenie's
"on-again, off-again" boyfriend. Too-Tall does
everything he can think of to win back Queenie's
heart, including learning to paint. When this
doesn't work, he resorts to desperate measures.
Before the unveiling of Mr. Smock's newest
painting, Too-Tall sneaks onto the stage and steals
the art. He replaces it with his own horrible
rendition of Queenie's face, hoping that the girl
cub will think it was done by the art teacher. In
the meantime, Queenie does everything she can
think of to be alone with her latest crush. Both
Queenie and Too-Tall get into big trouble when
their methods tum on them. Finally, peace is
restored when Queenie goes back to being TooTall's "on-again, off-again" girlfriend.
A Big Chapter Book, this is a great choice for
the advancing reader, who is too old for picture
books but still needs a boost in visualizing the
story. The words are simple enough for easy
reading, yet challenging because of the length and
complexity of the text, so the book is a good
addition to any elementary school or classroom
library. The text is accompanied by related
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illustrations typical of the Berenstains. Once
again, the Berenstains have created a book that
kids will enjoy and whose authenticity they can
relate to.

••••

Bourgeois, Paulette. Franklin's New Friend.
lllustrated by Brenda Clark. Kids Can Press,
1997. ISBN 1-55074-361-9. $12.95. 32 pp .
B PreK-2 PB

Reviewed by Janice G. Bunker

When a new family moves into the
neighborhood, Franklin and his friends aren't too
sure they want to be friends with a moose.
However, Franklin soon finds he has common
interests with the new moose, and the
neighborhood friends welcome a new member.
Bourgeois adds interest to a classic plot with
a couple of new spins. She explores a common
misconception that people who look different
don't have the same feelings we have. She also
includes the idea that big kids aren't always mean
and scary. Clark's bright illustrations add charm to
the story: Moose's lunch is a basket of leaves; the
cookies have bugs and leaves and berries for
decoration. This book will aid in introducing some
important social principles to young readers.

••••
Bourgeois, Paulette. Franklin Rides a Bike.
lllustrated by Brenda Clark. Kids Can Press,
1997. ISBN 1-55074-414-3. $10.95. 32 pp.
A PreK-2 PB

Reviewed by Janice G. Bunker

Franklin learns to ride a bike without training
wheels, but it takes a lot of falling down and
trying again. Bourgeois brings back her
down-to-earth turtle Franklin, who learns the
lessons of life in such a lovable way. Not only
does Bourgeois discuss learning to ride a bike, she
includes persistence, fear of ridicule, and the
reality of differing talents. Clark's wonderfully
furry illustrations show each animal's emotion in
an endearing way, underscoring the theme that
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things that look easy usually are not. Franklin's
sponge-elbowpads are especially ingenious. This
writer-illustrator team have provided a book that
is sure to help children through their own
experiences with learning.

••••

Branford, Henrietta. Fire, Bed & Bone.
Candlewick Press, 1998. ISBN 0-7636-03384. $15.99. 122 pp.

*

6+ FI

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

"I am a creature of several worlds. I know the
house and the village and have my place in both.
. . . I am not, nor every will be, truly wild.
Because I have known Fire, Bed, and Bone."
These are the words of the surprising narrator of
this novel-a hunting dog. Through her eyes and
ears we learn of her peaceful life with poor, yet
good-hearted Rufus, Comfort, and their children.
Their lives are shattered, however, by the eventful
year of 1381. The plague has brought destitution
to all the land, and now there is political unrest
among the peasants. Rufus and Comfort,
suspected of encouraging the unrest, are torn from
their home and children and thrown into jail. The
old hunting dog sees that the children are safely
led to a neighbor's home, then escapes to the
forest. She experiences injustice and sorrow
herself when she is first thrown out of the
comforts of home; but she can never be "truly
wild" and eventually finds her way back to the
village. Through the dog's eyes we see the
desperate attempts of the peasants to rise against
injustice and the cruelty and greed of the
landowners.
Branford's choice of narrator is innovative
and thought-provoking. When seen through the
eyes of a dog, human activities and monstrosities
take on their true character. In addition, the
loyalty and love that can exist between man and
animal become strikingly real as we read of the
dog's devotion and love for her family. Time and
time again, she returns to poverty and misery, just
so that she may bring hope and comfort to the
humans who valiantly strive to rebel against
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oppression. This unique account of Tyler's
Insurrection in 1381 is sure to both teach and
touch its readers.

••••
Brooks, Bruce. Woodsie: The Wolfbay Wings #1.
HarperCollins, 1997. ISBN 0-06-027349-6.
$14.89. 116 pp.

B 3-7 FI

Reviewed by Janice G. Bunker

W oodsie, excited to have made the hockey
team, finds that the five best players have
deserted. As the team work on skills together,
each member struggles to decide if being a Wing
is still something to be proud of.
Brooks is able to describe hockey in such a
way that it becomes interesting to uninterested
readers. He shows how love of something can
inspire hard work. He explores issues of betrayal,
family support, and handling disappointment. His
characters are likeable and human; his style,
focused and detailed.
In two or three instances, characters use
bathroom language, and a fair portion of the
dialogue is sarcastic, but it is well handled and
probably nothing worse than a child would hear at
school. However, this element might make the
book inappropriate for the younger grades.

••••
Cannon, Ann Edwards. Sam's Gift. Deseret Book
Company, 1997. ISBN 1-57345-289-0. $7.95.
97pp.

B 4-6 FI

Reviewed by Annette VanWagenen

Everyone in Sam Evan's sixth-grade class has
a great talent except Sam himself. (Or so he
thinks). The story opens with Miss DiMarco
asking the class what talents they will perform for
the Tuxedo Park School sixth-grade Holiday
Talent Show. Thomas answers he will play the
piano; Walker announces he will do a piece on his
violin. On it goes, each student promising a great
number for the show. Feeling desperate, Sam fibs
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and says, "The oboe. I'm going to play the oboe."
Sam is off the hook for now. But can he learn to
play the oboe by Christmas?
The talent show is only one of Sam's
concerns. He has just moved from Salt Lake City
to New York. He is very homesick for his old
friends, the Jazz basketball team, the mountains,
snow, and his relatives in Utah. To further his
problems, an annoying classmate, Milo the
Mosquito, constantly badgers him. Sam just can't
seem to fit in his new environment.
One day, a mysterious black cat crosses
Sam's path. He feels that if only he can make
friends with it, he'll have a reason to be happy in
his new home. Gradually, things begin to look up
for Sam when, one by one, he faces and meets the
challenges of life in the big city.
Sam is a likable, sympathetic character who
eventually resolves a traumatic lesson in honesty.
This well-written book will appeal to upper
elementary children who have met new challenges
after moving to a new city.

••••
Chambers, Veronica. Amistad Rising: A Story of
Freedom. lllustrated by Paul Lee. Harcourt
Brace, 1998. ISBN 0-15-210803-4. $16.00.
Unpaginated.
A 8+ PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Fifty-two Africans kidnapped from their
homes in Africa and sold to a plantation cleverly
free themselves and overpower the crew of the
Amistad, the boat taking them to America.
Although they attempt to return to Africa, because
of their lack of supplies and navigational
expertise, the survivors are forced to come ashore
in Connecticut. Legal questions arise, such as
whether the group should be sold as slaves or
returned to Africa. A young man called Cinque,
who testifies before a circuit court, emerges as a
leader of the group. His courage inspires John
Quincy Adams, then seventy-two, to come out of
retirement and argue the case before the Supreme
Court. Freedom prevails; the Africans are allowed
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to return home, and important questions about
slavery are answered for the entire country.
The complex story is successfully told in the
brief format of a picture book. Words are
carefully chosen to describe the horrible
conditions and abuses committed against the
Africans. The acrylic illustrations are rich and
emotional. The perspective is interesting-for
example, one page shows only legs running;
another depicts hands shackled. Such images add
power to the text. The book gives children a
powerful insight into a significant part of history.
It is truly outstanding.

••••

Cooney, Caroline. What Child Is This? A
Christmas Story. Bantam Doubleday Dell,
1997. ISBN 0-3853-2317-4. $14.95.150 pp.

A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

While Liz Kitchell's parents are absorbed in
the Christmas season festivities, their teenage
daughter just wants to know if there is a God. In
her high school English class, Liz is grouped with
Tack, Matt, and Jaime, who must answer Mrs.
Wrenn's question: "How do you get what you
want?" Tack's answer portrays his desire to please
the instructor in exchange for an A. Matt's heart
is heavy and his lips draw into a line. As a foster
son, his living situations are temporary, and the
thought of Christmas holds no magic for him.
Besides, Mr. and Mrs. Rowan, his foster parents,
have just been pressured to take in a younger
child, Katie, so Matt's position in the home is
precariously unsettled. Jaime has no interest in
school and isn't anxious to flatter his teachers. All
Liz wants for Christmas is Tack, on whom she has
a massive crush.
Matt learns that little Katie's wish for
Christmas is a family. It almost breaks his heart
when the Rowans tell him that they are too old to
care for Katie. Knowing little Katie's desire and
the Rowans' intent, Matt arranges to hang her
wish on the Christmas tree at the River Wind Inn,
where he works after school.
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While at the restaurant as a customer one
evening, Mr. Kitchell reads the wishes on the
Christmas tree and becomes annoyed at the notion
of anyone hoping for a family for Christmas. He
tears up Katie's wish. When his older, married,
childless daughter gets wind of the situation, she
and her husband frantically take matters in their
own hands, and with the help of Liz and her
teenage friends, rush to grant Katie her wish.
A well written and hopeful story that
accurately portrays teenagers and their desire to
be part of the solution in an otherwise dismal
situation. Each "chapter" caption is a line from a
Christmas carol. An index to the Christmas carols
is included.

••••
Cruise, Robin. The Top-Secret Journal of Fiona
Claire Jardin. Harcourt Brace, 1998. ISBN 015-201383-0. $13.00. 160 pp.

B 5+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

Cruise's fIrst book, The Top-Secret Journal of
Fiona Claire Jardin, is a useful book for children
and adults to understand divorce from a ten year
old's perspective. In Fiona's words, divorce is
"trying to do a big, hard jigsaw puzzle with 1,000
pieces, and the one piece you need to fInish the
puzzle is missing."
Fiona fInds one good thing about keeping a
journal: she won't have to see John Robert, her
therapist, as often. After a few entries, Fiona hates
her journal just as much as she hates seeing John
Robert. "It doesn't matter how much I write ...
nothing ever changes."
Fiona feels all the emotions of a typical ten
year old from anger ("I wanted to smash
something that Mom loves, that Dad loves") to
sadness ("I knew that once I started [crying] I
wouldn't be able to stop"). Fiona feels
embarrassed and doesn't want everyone to know
her parents are divorced. She hates Bianca's
parents because they are too mushy. The
frustration is almost more than she can bear when
"Mom [asks] me to remind Dad about the check
for piano lessons when I talk to him tonight." She
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appreciates John Robert for his timely advice,
"Sam and I are not messengers ... if Mom and
Dad need to talk, that's their business."
To ease her pain, Fiona begins to focus on
others, like her best friend, whose mother spends
no time with her, or her classmate, who will never
see her father again because he's dead. Fiona
begins to heal with the recognition that things
could be worse. At least her parents are still alive
and spend time with her.
Living in two separate households, Fiona
begins to see her parents' differences. "Mom
doesn't know about fun. She'd rather be a grouch
and worry about money all the time." "Dad
doesn't feel like he's doing his job unless he
makes me and Sam look words up in the
dictionary at least once a day." "Mom loves
science fiction and dreams about the future." "Dad
loves history and where you've been." Fiona just
likes to know where she is.
In the end, Fiona loves her journal and can see
how it has helped her. "If I'm really mad when I
start writing stuff down, by the time I'm done, I'm
not so mad." Through the help of her journal,
Fiona fInds that indeed her situation does not
change but something else has-Fiona. I would
recommend this book for its realism and
continuity.

••••
Danziger, Paula and Ann M. Martin. P.S. Longer
Letter Later. Scholastic, 1998. ISBN 0-59021310-5. $15.95. 234 pp.

A 6-8 FI

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

Elizabeth and Tara*Starr are completely
different-Elizabeth is shy and reserved;
Tara*Starr is zany and outspoken. The two girls
have been best friends forever. However, this year
is different from all the years before. This year,
the girls begin seventh grade in different states.
Tara*Starr has moved away over the summer, and
now the teenagers must continue their friendship
through letters. In every way, things are much
different now for both girls. Tara*Starr, who has
always had to be the responsible one in the family
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with her young, flighty parents, suddenly finds her
parents finally acting like the grown-ups they are.
As Tara*Starr's family begins to settle down,
Elizabeth's seemingly perfect family is falling
apart. With her family's sudden financial trouble
and her father's drinking problem, Elizabeth is
facing new challenges every day. Through their
letters, the two girls do a lot of growing up, realize
their own inner strengths, and reaffirm their
support and love for one another.
Told through letters sent back and forth
between the girls, Elizabeth and Tara*Starr's
story is fast paced and easy to read. Noted authors
Danziger and Martin teamed up to create this
enjoyable novel. With Danziger writing the voice
of Tara*Starr and Martin writing the voice of
Elizabeth, neither one knew exactly what would
come next. Yet, as readers will see, the finished
project is a refreshing, positive story that exudes
confidence and hope in the young people of today.
P.S. Longer Letter Later addresses real-world
problems with a believable, heartwarming
air-it's a novel you don't want your middleschool readers to miss.

••••
Feldman, Heather L. Lady Bug's Ball. Dlustrated
by Jean Hirashima. Random House, 1998.
ISBN 0-679-98539-5. $9.00. 21 pp.

A2FI

Reviewed by Susie Quartey

Ladybug is gently awakened by the sun to
prepare for a ball she is hosting that evening. The
use of nature's elements and insects to decorate,
prepare, and participate in the big event is
delightfully done. The illustrations coordinate
well with the author's narration of the event.
From the mushroom tables, to ladybug's
flower "bed," to the spider web decorations, this
is an enjoyable book.

••••

Haas, Dan. You Can Call Me Worm. Houghton
Mifflin, 1997. ISBN 0-395-85783-X. $15.00.
167 pp.

B 6+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

The Washington, D.C. suburbs frame most of
the setting for Haas' first book for children.
Nicknamed "Worm" because he ate one when he
was only seven years old just to prove how
courageous he could be, Will Glasser stays close
to his older brother Todd, who is respected by
most of his classmates. The classmates don't feel
the same for Worm, whom they find to be very
strange because of his inquisitive nature and
annoying jokes. However, "strange" is not exactly
the way they describe Worm's father. He has been
sitting on his roof for two days.
Todd decides to pay his father a visit to see if
he can remedy the situation. What Todd doesn't
expect is that his little brother will follow him.
Together, the two must leam to get along.
At first the journey seems fun, filled with
adventures that . lighten the survival scene, but
when a couple of tough-looking kids steal their
food and gear, survival takes on a whole new
meaning. Emphasis is now placed on supporting
one another. When Todd vents his anger by hitting
a tree with his hand, which then swells up like a
giant watermelon, Worm is left to supply food for
both of them.
Worm discovers there is a real satisfaction in
working hard to help someone else besides
himself. He also discovers the possibilities of
more than one lifestyle when he meets Ricardo,
who is bi-polar and lives downstream of Colonial
Park in a tent and eats from garbage cans.
Todd and Will's journey concludes happily
but not without conflict. However, Todd and
Worm now feel a new sympathy and
understanding for their father. Although girls may
find the book lacking, boys will likely fmd
Worm's concerns and hopes to be much like their
own. A good choice for those who live with loved
ones whom they can't seem to understand .

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998
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Hammerschlag, Carl A. The Go-Away Doll.
lllustrated by Beverly E. Soasey. Turtle
Island, 1998. ISBN 1-889166-22-7. $16.95.
30pp.
A 1 FI

Reviewed by Jimmie Inthavong

Cara, a six-year-old little girl, loses a doll she
dearly loves while playing in the park. Mr.
Sidney, her neighbor, notices her crying and
comes over to comfort her by giving her a note.
The note is from Monica, her lovely doll. In the
letter, Monica says, "I have to go for a while. I
want to see more of the world." The only
connection Cara has with Monica is through Mr.
Sidney. Everywhere Monica goes, she sends a
postcard to Mr. Sidney, and he reads it out loud to
Cara. At night, Cara slips the postcard under her
pillow and dreams she is there with Monica.
When Monica comes back, it is Mr. Sidney'S turn
to leave, but he promises to return. Cara is able to
understand why her doll has to go, and in the
process of time has built a friendship with Mr.
Sidney.
The color-pencil illustrations clearly depict
the events and bring out a sense of appreciation
for the work that is done. This book is a useful
source for young children to learn about different
parts of the world. More importantly, it teaches
them that they can love more than one thing or
person.

••••
Heynen, Jim. Being Youngest. Henry Holt, 1997.
ISBN 0-8050-5486-3. $15.95. 260 pp.

A 5-8 FI

Reviewed by LaneD Rabner

Henry and Gretchen, the youngest children in
their families, both live on farms, wear hand-medown clothes, ride hand-me-down bikes, get
pushed around by older siblings, and are totally
misunderstood by their parents. "It's not as if
grown-ups wi1llet you be average if you're the
youngest. If you're not fat, they call you Skinny or
Bones. If you're not skinny, they call you Hippo
or Tubby." Drawn to each other after Gretchen
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does a first-rate belly-flop at the local lake, the
two children quickly fmd comfort in being able to
commiserate over being "the biggest disturber-ofthe-peace in the world" and "everybody else's
Sunday-afternoon nuisance." This common bond,
they being the youngest, allows them to discuss
easily Henry's dead mom, Gretchen's fear of
Catholics, and the children's lazy, bossy, creepy
brothers and sister. Together they spend the
summer crossing the forbidden intersection,
viewing their world from Gretchen's tree house,
and secretly visiting the weird old couple who live
down the road. The old folks "were kinda poor
and kinda crazy." The old man spent the day
pulling nails out of the ground, the old woman
kept her strange "children" locked up in an
upstairs room, and the two shared one set of false
teeth between them. Shortly after they start
visiting the old people, Henry and Gretchen
receive a six-legged lamb to take care of, the
children's first real taste of responsibility.
Heynan's humorous story, with its witty,
candid dialogue, provides a priceless insight into
the importance of companionship, as well as just
what it really means to be the youngest!

••••

Jackson, Alison. I Know an Old Lady Who
Swallowed a Pie. lllustrated by Judith Byron
Schachner. Dutton, 1997. ISBN 0-525-486487. $14.99. 32 pp .

*

K-2 FI PB

Reviewed by Janna Wise

A fun and colorful picture book about a
Thanksgiving guest with an enormous appetite!
From the moment the Old Lady walks in the door,
she begins to eat everything in sight-from the pie
she brought herself to the salad, rolls, and even
the turkey. From page to page the actions and
expressions of all the characters get sillier, while
the Old Lady gets bigger and bigger.
The book is a takeoff on the fun song "I
Know an Old Lady who Swallowed a Fly," and
the reader can't help but lapse into the tune as the
pages turn. The illustrations truly make the story
come alive and are detailed enough to provide
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much interest to young readers. This would be an
especially enjoyable book to be read at
Thanksgiving time.

••••
Jenkins, Martin. Chameleons Are Cool. lllustrated
by Sue Shields. Candlewick Press, 1997.
ISBN 0-7636-0144-6. $15.99. Unpaginated.
A K-3 FI

Reviewed by Annette VanWagenen

for the birds to tire of this overly tyrannical
peacock. They find a way to humble him and
teach him that "each of us is special in our own
way."
In this enchanting story of matching wits,
Kajpust and Kelly bring a fresh perspective to a
popular Indian folk tale. The illustrations are
prepared with watercolor and gouache. The
peacock has especially been painted with the
elegance and magnificence known to that bird.
The message of the story is inspirational.

••••

"How could you possibly resist a pocketsized, bad-tempered, color-changing, swivel-eyed,
snail-paced, long-tongued sharpshooter?" This
book will make readers experts on these wrinklyskinned, long-tongued, grumpy little lizards and
explain just exactly why "Chameleons Are Cool!"
There are around 120 different species of
chameleons. The illustrator has brilliantly
watercolored numerous varieties with vivid, bright
hues, and rightly so, since these lizards are most
famous for changing colors. However,
chameleons don't change colors to match their
surroundings as a lot of people think. The book
reveals the four real reasons for their color
variation. Mter reading this engaging book,
readers will want to meet one these "cool" critters .

••••
Kajpust, Melissa. The Peacock's Pride. lllustrated
by Jo'Anne Kelly. Hyperion, 1997. ISBN 07868-0293-6. $14.95. 32 pp.
B 1-4 FI

Reviewed by Annette VanWagenen

In a lush forest above a banyan tree, a group
of thirsty birds hover in the branches, not daring
to quench their thirst in the water hole below.
They fear being attacked by an evil snake named
Old Viper. When beautiful, proud Peacock
devises a plan to rid the pool of Old Viper in
exchange for being treated as "King," the birds
skeptically discuss it. Because of their great thirst,
they reluctantly agree to let Peacock try his luck.
Peacock succeeds in his plan and becomes King
of the Water Hole. However, it doesn't take long
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Kindersley, Barnabas and Anabel. Celebrations!
DK Publishing, 1997. ISBN 0-7894-2027-9.
$17.95.64 pp.

*

1-7 NF PB

Reviewed by Martha Talman

Nine-year-old Maria from Stuttgart,
Germany, says her favorite celebrations are her
birthday and Christmas. What kid doesn't love a
party?
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This book, a follow-up to the 1995 wonderful
Children Just Like Me, introduces the reader to
individual children from many lands and, through
their experiences, provides a charming. view of
feasts, festivals, and carnivals all around the
world. Some of the celebrations are well-known to
western readers, like Thanksgiving and
Halloween, but others may be more obscure,
including Hina Matsuri (the Japanese day of the
dolls) and Raksha Bandhan (an Indian festival
during which brothers and sisters pledge their love
for each other).
Celebrations excels in concept, intent, and
execution. The reader learns about cultural,
religious, and national holidays through the
specific experiences of children from eighteen
countries. Differences are highlighted but a gentle
understanding is emphasized. We are first
introduced to the children through their birthdays,
though it is noted that several cultures do not
celebrate such days. The traditions, meanings,
symbolism, activities, food, and clothing of each
culture are explained and displayed in excellent
photographs. There are samples of each child's
handwriting and personal comments.
The book, which divides the celebrations into
four seasons, includes a calendar. Even complex
concepts like those involving the Mexican Day of
the Dead, the Eid ul-Fitr (end of the fasting month
of Ramadan), and the Jewish Purim are explained
with clarity and respect. This work is one of the
best examples of the many multi-cultural
resources available.
This book, as well as Children Just Like Us,
is produced in association with UNICEF. These
books should be mandatory for schools and
libraries. They have vast potential for home use as
well. They serve as a readable reference, a useful
resource for further activities, and a reminder of
how much we have to learn about each other.

••••

Lester, Julius. From Slave Ship to Freedom Road.
illustrated by Rod Brown. Dial, 1998. ISBN
0-8037-1893-4. $17.99. 40 pp.
*6+NFPB

Reviewed by LaneD Rabner

They took the sick and the dead and
dropped them into the sea like empty
wine barrels. But the wine barrels did not
have beating ears, crying eyes, and
screaming mouths.
Written to prick the memories of both black
and white people about the problem of slavery,
Lester pleads with the reader to actively imagine
"how would I feel if that happened to me." He
asks the reader to imagine the hurt, fear, anger,
and rage that those once proud Africans must have
felt as they were rounded up, loaded onto a ship,
shackled together "side by side, . . . coffin
straight," then sold on the auction block. He
speaks personally, with their voice, in their words,
creating imagination exercises for whites and
blacks, to help us all imagine the pain, suffering,
and humiliation of slavery. "Imagination Exercise
One-For White People" asks the reader to
imagine being taken away from home by a
spaceship full of people with a skin color you've
never seen before and then given a new name
because they don't care what your real name is.
Next, "Imagination Exercise Two-For African
Americans" asks the readers to confront their
shame over being the descendants of slaves.
Finally, "Imagination Exercise Three-For
Whites and Blacks" asks the reader to imagine
being the aggressor rather than the victim. Could
you "whip someone until their flesh cried blood"?
Lester also tells of the white people who risked
their lives in support of the Underground
Railroad, Frederick Douglass' role in the
organization of an all-black regiment of the Union
Army, and the meaning of the Emancipation
Proclamation. Finally, he writes about what it
means to be free:
Freedom. To be responsible for oneself
and one's time. Freedom. To own
oneself. Freedom. To be one's own
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master. Freedom. It's like a promise we
are still learning how to keep.
Starkly realistic and often forceful and brutal
in his depiction of the horrors of the American
slave experience, Brown pulls the reader into what
life was really like for millions of slaves. The
looks on their faces reveals their struggles, as well
as the strength of their character and the hope that
allowed them to survive. The text is written to
give voice to Brown's richly vivid, impassioned
paintings, and the book as a whole memorializes
this tragic event by forcing readers to crawl into
someone else's skin and feel another person's
pain and suffering. Difficult questions are raised,
requiring adult assistance to help the young reader
fully grasp the message presented by this powerful
work.

••••

Levy, Elizabeth. My Life As a Fifth Grade
Comedian. HarperCollins, 1997. ISBN 00602-6602-3. $14.95. 184 pp.
B 3-6 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Bobby, the class comedian, has a quick
response to any comment made in class, even his
teacher's. He is so involved in being funny that he
becomes
distracting,
disrespectful,
and
dysfunctional as a student. An understanding
teacher helps Bobbie confront his real problems
without losing his sense of humor. Along the way,
Bobbie's father also learns that what he has been
dishing out as humor has been very destructive to
the self-esteem of his children.
This story teaches some lessons in family
relationships and acceptable socializing, but the
manner of presentation puts the reader off. It is
written in the modem, brash style with rudeness
and quick cleverness that lack depth and any
undercurrent of common kindness, courtesy,
gentleness, or genteelness. While this is a popular
style, as much can be learned about relationships
from stories with a plot line. This story could have
taken a lesson from some of the bygone classics.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Lindbergh, Reeve. The Awful Aardvarks Go to
School. lllustrated by Tracy Campbell
Pearson. Viking, 1997. ISBN 0-670-85920-6.
$15.99.32 pp.
A PreK-3 PB

Reviewed by Janice G. Bunker

The Awful Aardvarks truly are awful-they
terrorize the entire school until they are packed
off to the zoo. Lindbergh's rollicking rhymes
begin the alphabet fun, and Pearson's watercolors
are infmitely clever, with alphabetic antics galore.
Especially eye-catching is the tiny aardvark at the
tops of the pages, upsetting the alphabet as she
frolics along. Lindbergh manages to include an
amazing number of words in alphabetical order
without sacrificing readability or plot. This book
is a leisurely read because searching for all the
alphabet words and drawings is irresistible .

••••
Lyon, George Ella. Counting On The Woods: A
Poem. lllustrated by Ann W. Olson. DK
Publishing, 1998. ISBN 0-7894-2480-0.
$15.95.32 pp.
A Pre+ NF PB

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Beautiful, lush photographs and simple lyrical
poetry take a young boy through the Appalachian
woods. The text yearns to be chewed slowly, with
deep feeling and reverence for nature.
Photographs are captioned and numerically
correct in their portrayal of the accompanying
text.

••••
MacGill-Callahan, Sheila. To Capture the Wind.
lllustrated by Gregory Manchess. Dial, 1997.
ISBN 0-8037-1541-2. $14.99. Unpaginated.
B K-3 PB

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

Oonagh, a fiercely independent, lusty Irish
maiden, and an expert farmer, is robbed of her
marriage to Conal, a famous weaver, when
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Malcolm the pirate kidnaps him and carries him
away to his private island. Oonagh immediately
embarks on a journey that will take her to Conal.
At the shore she meets princess Ethne, "her eyes
red with weeping." Oonagh learns that Ethne, who
loves Malcolm's son Aidan, failed in her quest to
answer Malcolm's four riddles. The penalty for
her failure was seven years of slavery and no
marriage. Resourceful and determined, Oonagh
decides that she loves Conal enough to risk seven
years of slavery and sets sail for Malcolm's isle.
She meets Malcolm in the great hall as he sits
"crouched like a toad on a throne of ivory."
Oonagh asks for Aidan's hand in marriage, and
Malcolm recites the four riddles. She seeks out
Conal, and they immediately set her plan in
motion. She answers the first three riddles easily,
rescues Conal, Aiden and the other captive slaves,
and then shows Malcolm the answer to the final
riddle as she leaps into her boat, sword drawn, and
hoists her newly invented sails. Malcolm, now
humiliated, is forced to give up pirating to become
a respectable merchant.
Manchess breathes life into the ancient Celtic
culture through his magnificent oil paintings,
making this original tale a rousing read.

••••
Marshall, Elizabeth L. A Student's Guide to the
Internet: Exploring the World Wide Web,
Gopherspace, Electronic Mail, and More!
Millbrook Press, 1996. ISBN 1-56294-923-3.
$16.90. 159 pp.
C 6-12 NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Marshall introduces secondary and high
school readers to all phases of the Internet,
including e-mail, news groups and mailing lists,
gopher, ftp (fIle transfer protocol), and the World
Wide Web. Publishing on the Internet and
cautions about using the Internet for research are
also covered.
The attractive world map used in the back of
the text and at the first of each chapter emphasizes
the scope of the Internet. Grayed-in boxes in the
text highlight important information and examples
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of Internet experiences and searches. There is an
adequate glossary and index.
The book does have some drawbacks for
today's Internet user, however. "Gopherspace"
was given two and a half times the page coverage
the WWW received. Web search engines were
only briefly mentioned. I learned some interesting
things about gopher searching, but I wonder how
useful it is for today's student. After all, the
WWW is "where it's at!" I tried some of the
gopher URLs listed in the "Internet Resources"
chapter. I received responses that ranged from
"Server returned no data," "Discontinued 5/5/97,"
and "Use the Web Site." For example, the gopher
server for the Library of Congress is no longer
maintained as the main source of information.
This site refers users to the Web for the most
current information. Obviously, it is difficult for
authors to publish anything about the Internet
before the information becomes outdated; the
Internet is truly a constantly changing access point
to information. Although Marshall's pages on
gopher space are of historical importance, the
evaluation of Internet sources needed more
thorough coverage. For example, the importance
of a working knowledge of the three-letter
abbreviations used within the URL, (i.e., edu.,
gov., mil., com.) was not covered by Marshall.

• •••
Max, Jill. Spider Spins a Story: Fourteen Legends
from Native America. lllustrated by Robert
Annesley, et al. Northland Publishing, 1997.
ISBN 0-87358-611-5. $16.95. 65 pp.
A 4+ NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Spiders Spins a Story is a collection of
fourteen Native American Indian legends, all with
spider as a character. It is illustrated by six Native
American illustrators (Robert Annesley, Benjamin
Harjo, Michael Lacapa, S. D. Nelson, Redwing T.
Nez, Baje Whitethorne). Each legend is prefaced
with a few paragraphs about the legend's origin.
It should be noted that Jill Max is a pseudonym
for a team of writers: Ronia K. Davidson and
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Kelly Bennett. They have co-authored five other
books.
These interesting legends are easy to
understand. Varying in length from a few
paragraphs to eight pages, they explain interesting
questions such as "How did the spider get its
web?" "How did the Navajos develop their
intricate rug weaving designs?" "Who created the
burro?" "How do 'dreamcatchers' work?" and
"What does the rainbow represent?" The colorful,
glossy illustrations add much to each legend.
"Story Sources" at the end of the book explains
Davidson and Bennett' s extensive research. Use
this selection in literature, art, and drama projects
dealing with the interesting and varied culture of
the Native American Indian.

village, Anna heads up the mountain to learn her
fate. Thus begins a well-told fantasy of good and
evil, magical power~. and witchcraft, compassion
and cruelty.
The book is filled with confrontations and
experiences through which the children learn of
their strengths and powers and how to use them to
bring about good and to fight against the evil
influence which has overtaken the countryside.
They are helped in their quest by a singular hero
who turns out to be Elylden's father and a magical
person himself.
This is a surprisingly well-written fantasyquest. The personalities of the main characters are
quite well developed. The tension builds as the
reader becomes involved and wonders where all
of this is leading to, and from where these
children have really come. The book's many
characters and many threads lead in different
directions. By the end of the book, several of
these threads are still hanging, which suggests
another story to follow. Hopefully so-as this was
an engrossing tale .

••••

© 1997 S.D. Nelson

McKenzie, Ellen Kindt. The Golden Band of
Eddris. Henry Holt, 1998. ISBN 0-80504389-6. $16.95. 293 pp.
A4+FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Anna and her two children, Keld and Elylden,
live quiet lives just outside a small village, until
the night Keld watches the Knights of Ahn pass
by. The next day Anna sends the children off to
the city to learn from the potter. She gives each
child a gift to help them. To Keld, she gives his
father' s ring, and to Elylden, the ability to see
beyond this time. As they head off toward the
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Nodset, Joan L. Go Away Dog. lllustrated by Paul
Meisel. HarperCollins, 1997. ISBN 0-06027502-2. $12.89. 32 pp.
A Pre-2 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

A big, friendly dog convincingly converts into
a friend of a little boy who doesn't like dogs. This
is a wonderful story of the relationship that grows
between a little boy and a stray dog, as the boy
tries to get the dog to leave him alone. The
dialogue is simple, told in the fIrst person,
depicting a boy who reacts just as a little boy
would, as the dog returns again and again in a bid
for the little boy's friendship. In the end, who can
resist? Certainly not this little boy.
A very positive, delightful book. The dialogue
is simple. The illustrations are plain and bright;
they could actually tell the story without the
dialogue-a nice addition for very young readers
just beginning to read.

••••

Norton, Mary. The Borrowers. lllustrated by Beth
and Joe Krush. Harcourt Brace, 1981. ISBN
0-1520-9987-5. $17.00. 180 pp.

*

5-12 F1

Reviewed by Keith R. Westover

In The Borrowers, we are introduced to a
family of miniature people who live under the
floorboards of an old country estate. This family
is composed of Pod, the father; Homily, the
mother; and their teenage daughter, Arriety. The
family subsists by scavenging for food and
materials left in the big house, but in their society
this is known as "borrowing," and hence they are
"borrowers," since that is what they do. They
believe that the "giants" who dwell in the house,
or "human beans," as they call them, are merely
there for their benefIt. It is also very important to
the borrowers that they not be seen by any of
these "human beans." Once discovered, the
borrowers must emigrate or move to another
locale. Homily is fond of telling her daughter
Arriety of all their friends and relatives who had
also once lived in the house but ultimately had to
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leave. When Arriety is discovered by the young
boy who lives in the house, their world must soon
change.
Norton (1903-1992) is no longer around to
appreciate the latest revival of her "Borrowers"
books. The publisher, taking advantage of the
recent movie by the same name, uses this
opportunity to reissue The Borrowers as part of
the Harcourt Brace Young Classics series. This
first book of the fIve-volume series, originally
published in 1952, will soon be a half century old,
but it still seems fresh and timely, or rather
timeless, which is the sign of a true classic. For
many years around the house, whenever familiar
items have suddenly disappeared, we have spoken
in hushed tones of borrowers at work. This was
long before I saw the BBC production on
television and the recent big-screen movie, or read
the book that inspired the phenomenon. Borrowers
have become part of our culture, and anyone who
wants to understand our culture better will want to
read this book.

• •••
Novac, Ana. The Beautiful Days of My Youth: My
Six Months in Auschwitz and Plaszow.
Translated by George L. Newman. Henry
Holt, 1997. ISBN 0-8050-5018-3. $15.95. 314
pp.
B 9+ BI NF

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Ana Novac is fourteen when she is sent to the
concentration camps at Auschwitz and Plaszow,
Poland. At the age of eleven, she has a journal in
her horne province, Transylvania, and even when
imprisoned, she writes notes on scraps of paper,
little pieces of newspaper, and anything else she
can get her hands on. Somehow she was able to
keep these notes (usually in her shoes), written in
a hand script so small she can hardly read it after
the war. If the reader will remember, Plaszov was
where Amon Goeth was the camp Commandant
and the place where Schindler's List had its roots.
Ana is sent to work in the clothing work
group, where she has access to clothing, but she is
still brutally aware of what has happened to those
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whose clothes she now sorts. Ana tries to get
Sophie, her girlfriend from home, assigned to the
work group, but is unsuccessful. We are given a
vivid picture of what life in the camps was like:
the beatings (sometimes with snakes instead of
ropes), the standing for hours at a time without
moving, the lack of food, unspeakable violence,
and an overwhelming sense of hopelessness. Ana
is a survivor, and she owes her survival to her
journal. She pours her heart and soul into her
scribblings and thus knows that she is still alive.
After the war, she becomes an author and
playwright-this book is the first English edition
of her notes, translated from the French. Writing
sixteen years after the war ended, Ana had a hard
time piecing together the more than seven hundred
scraps of notes.
At the end of the war, Ana was a "bag of
bones," hardly recognizable. The "rain" of white
loaves of bread showered down upon the
survivors by the liberators was bright in
comparison to the weak but marveling few who
were left. The book is filled with both the emotion
of the prisoners and the apathy and brutality of the
guards. It is a very candid look at events in history
that should never have happened.

••••

O'Malley, Kevin. Velcome. lllustrated by Kevin
O'Malley. Walker, 1997. ISBN 0-8027-86286. $15.95. Unpaginated.
NR K·4 FI PB

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

"Velcome" to a sharing of over-told creepy
stories and bathroom humor! O'Malley gives
campfire ghost stories a new meaning with this
facetious spoof on terror tales-from the windhowling Fred-Die and a bumping coffm; the
rapping, RAPPING, RAPPING in the closet of a
haunted house, to the Viper on the phone. Not
even the armchair-sitting host, dialog balloons,
farcical commentator dog, or ghoolishly colorful
illustrations can compensate for this book's lack
of originality.

Orgill, Roxanne. If Only I Had a Hom, Young
Louis Armstrong. lllustrated by Leonard
Jenkins. Houghton Mifflin, 1997. ISBN 0395-75919-6. $16.00. Unpaginated.
A 2·6 BI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

This is the story of young Louis Armstrong,
who grew up in a poor section of New Orleans
with music all around him. He was especially
influenced by Joe Oliver, who played the comet in
the streets. The book tells of young Louis
swimming in the river with friends, singing in the
streets for pennies, not having anything to eat at
home, and being arrested for shooting a gun in the
streets. From there Louis goes to jail and to live at
the Colored Waifs Home with a boys' band. The
teachers don't want him in it, because boys from
his street are "nothing but trouble." So Louis sits
outside everyday and listens until he has all of the
parts memorized. After six months of this, the
band leader invites him to join, but not to play the
hom. First he plays the tambourine, then the
drums. When the teacher finally needs a new
bugle boy, he chooses Louis. At one point Louis'
band goes back to his own street to play.
This is a winning biography. The history
moves quickly and is well told. The language is
beautiful and poetic; it gives the reader a feeling
of music, black community, and New Orleans.
The illustrations are broad, bright, and revealing.
The illustrator uses bright splashes of color
against dark backgrounds with big smiles.
Children who read this book with its musical,
prosy style and bright illustrations can almost feel
the music themselves, and from reading it, they
will better understand Louis Armstrong and his
life filled with music. A wonderful story,
beautifully illustrated to convey the rhythm and
the music of Louis Armstrong's life.

••••

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998
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Philip, Neil. Robin Hood. illustrated by Nick
Harris. DK Publishing, 1997. ISBN 0-78941490-2. $14.95. 64 pp.
A 6+ FI PB

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Robin Hood is another of the British
Eyewitness Classics series. Here we read about
the Robin Hood of legends, of Little John, and
Friar Tuck. We learn about archery, Maid Marion,
and King Richard's Crusade. We are lavished
with illustrations that will keep readers involved
for hours. Using both illustrations and modem
photographs, the author opens the world of Robin
Hood to the reader, discussing every little detail.
We are treated to an illustrative St. Mary's Abbey,
founded in 1086-0ne of the wealthiest of the
times. We are also introduced to the religious life
of the times and are treated to the image of Robin
Hood through ages-including Errol Flynn and
Kevin Costner. This book is truly a feast for the
eyes.

••••
Reiss, Kathryn. PaperQuake: A Puzzle. Harcourt
Brace, 1998. ISBN 0-15-201183-8. $17.00.
288 pp.
A 7+ FI

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

Fourteen-year-old Violet Jackstone stumbles
upon a forbidden romance and mystery of long
ago when an earthquake brings plaster and
mysterious letters tumbling down out of the walls.
At first the letters seem to be written from
someone in the past directly to Violet. The
similarities are all too coincidental-the
mysterious "V" of the letters feels alienated from
her two sisters, suffers heart problems, and has
odd dreams of terrible earthquakes and children
crying for help, just as Violet does. But the letters
soon take on a sinister note, hinting of murder,
and Violet begins to fear what all these
connections mean. Every time there is a tremor or
small earthquake, Violet finds another clue along
this paper trail. As the earthquakes become more
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and more frequent, Violet races to make sense of
the "paperquake" clues before it is too late.
Reiss's novel quakes with anticipation and
suspense. Readers will be swept along with Violet
in the search to connect clues of the past with
warnings for the future. It is not just the mystery
of this novel that makes it a worthwhile read.
Through the letters of the past, Violet gains
confidence in herself, learns to take charge of her
future, and reconciles with her sisters. At the end
of the novel, Violet emerges as a strong,
determined young woman who understands her
place in the world. The mystery of this sensitive
coming-of-age story, PaperQuake is sure to
captivate young readers.

••••
Rochelle, Belinda. Jewels. illustrated by
Cornelius Van Wright and Ying Hwa Hu.
Lodestar, 1998. ISBN 0-525-67502-7. $15.99.
27 pp.
A PreK-3 PB

Reviewed by Suzanne Hess

This story is told through the eyes of a young
girl named Lea Mae. During the summer, Lea
Mae visits her great-grandmother, who tells her
stories about her ancestors and their escape from
slavery. Great-grandmother also relates the dayto-day activities they do to build strong family
bonds. At the close of this heart-warming story,
Lea Mae realizes, "like diamonds, sapphires, and
rubies, the stories are like jewels to treasure
forever."
The artwork is beautifully done in watercolor
in strong, bright colors, providing the perfect
complement to the story. This is a warm story of
family and the importance of storytelling within
the family.

••••
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© 1998 Cornelius Van Wright and Ying-Hwa Hu

Roubickova, Eva. We 're Alive and L~fe Goes on:
A Theresienstadt Diary. Translated by Zaia
Alexander. Henry Holt, 1998. ISBN 0-80505352-2. $16.95. 189 pp.
A 8+ BI NF

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Eva Roubickova is twenty years old when the
German Command orders all the Jews in Prague
to be transported to the new Theresienstadt ghetto.
Eva's parents (Morruny and Daddy) are rather
well-to-do, and Eva has enjoyed every privilege
during her growing-up years. She is engaged to
Richard (eleven years her senior), who in 1939 is
able to go to England and even to fmd a job for
Eva as an English nanny, when the nightmare of
the Jewish Holocaust begins. Several days before
they are transported, Eva begins writing in a diary,
which she faithfully keeps throughout the war. It
is from this diary that the book was created.
The camp at Theresienstadt was a front for
the Germans; here they could bring visitors to
"prove" that the rumors were wrong and that the
Nazis were being humane to the Jews. However,
the visits are few and far between, and when there

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

are not visitors, things are pretty rough for the
Jewish prisoners. Eventually Eva is assigned to
work in the gardens and is able to smuggle fresh
fruit and vegetables to her own family and to
Richard's Mama and sister, Lotte. Soon an Aryan,
Karel, meets Eva while she is watching the sheep
one day and begins to bring supplies to her-a
favor that continues throughout the war. They are
able to meet as friends and go to concerts and
programs, especially when the visitors are
expected.
Those who are transported to Theresienstadt
are not treated so harshly as those who are in
other death camps, but their lives are nevertheless
very difficult. There are constant threats of being
transported to the death camps; food is scarce;
there are all kinds of diseases (even Daddy has
tuberculosis); there are constant moves from one
barrack to another with little warning time to
prepare; the cold is nearly unbearable. Amidst all
this, the work goes on. Friends are made quickly,
only to be called up for the next transport. Eva is
protected because she works in the gardens and
because her father has won a war medal in World
War I. But eventually, everyone is transported,
and Eva is left, a shell of her former self.
Before reading this book, it is recorrunended
that the reader look closely at the foreword, the
introduction, and the list of names that appears in
the back of the book. Family, friends, friends from
Theresienstadt, the Jewish Council of Elders, and
German and Check Officials are all identified, and
the list will help the reader keep track of all the
people mentioned in the book.
I would recorrunend this book to any young
reader who is mature enough to understand the
atrocities of the Holocaust. The book is not as
graphic or horrifying as other books about the
Holocaust, but it will introduce young readers to
the terror of the Holocaust.

••••
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Silvey, Anita. Help Wanted: Short Stories about
Young People Working. Little, Brown, 1997.
ISBN 0-316-79148-2. $15.95.174 pp.

*

6-12 FI

••••

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

With its variety of characters, styles, and
themes, this collection will appeal to both junior
high and high school students. The purpose of the
book is aptly described in the introduction:
Sigmund Freud once told us that all we
have is love and work. Both are part of
the adolescent years. But while we have
endless books for young people about
love, work has been shamelessly ignored.

Help Wanted reminds us that work is one of
the initiatory experiences on the way from
childhood to adulthood. Whether it be selling
Kentucky Fried Chicken, doing community
service in a retirement home, or working in a
factory, all the characters learn something about
themselves and those around them through their
work experience. An all-star collection of authors
who contributed to the book includes Michael
Dorris, Norma Fox Mazer, Gary Soto, and Ray
Bradbury. Reading these stories is defmitely more
pleasure than work!

••••
Smalls, Irene. Because You're Lucky. lllustrated
by Michael Hays. Little, Brown, 1997. ISBN
0-316-79867-3. $15.95. 32 pp.
A 1-3 PB

trouble getting along with a sibling, neighbor, or
visitor.

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

When Kevin comes to live with his cousin
Jonathan's family, Jonathan doesn't like the idea
much. Kevin, too, is nervous about the new
situation he is confronted with. However, the two
come to realize they are lucky to have each other's
company, despite their ups and downs. Based on
the author's experiences, this story is told with
realism and sensitivity. The bright and personal
illustrations add to the book's appeal for young
readers. The situation applies to any who have
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Stoker, Bram. Dracula. lllustrated by Tudor
Humphries. DK Publishing, 1997. ISBN 07894-1489-9. $14.95. 64 pp.
A 6+ FI PB

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Part of the Eyewitness Classics collection,
originally published in Great Britain and printed
in Italy, Dracula is an easy-to-read, easy-to-Iookat book. The story of the old vampire is told in a
simple, forthright way, but it is the illustrations
that make this an excellent choice for young
readers. Across the bottom of the contents page
are miniature pictures of all the characters in the
book, including their names. Every page is
saturated with colored drawings of this long-ago,
vintage time, and pictures taken of the modem day
places of Dracula's homeland. Also, in the
margins are pictures or drawings of objects
pertaining to the time period. At the end of the
book are two short chapters about the times and
legend of Dracula and what has happened to
Dracula in modem times in films and books.
Altogether, this is a fascinating and informative
way for the young reader to learn about the legend
of Dracula .

••••
Stoker, Bram. Dracula. Retold by Tim WynneJones. lllustrated by Laszlo Gal. Kay Porter
Kids, 1997. ISBN 1-55013-900-2. $16.95.
Unpaginated.
A 4-7 FI PB

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

True to Stoker's original text, Wynne-Jones
introduces the young reader to the immortal
Dracula through the words of Jonathan Harker,
his fiancee Mina, and Dr. Seward. In a series of
journal entries, the participants themselves tell
their story. The "nightmarish journey" begins
deep in the desolate mountains of Transylvania,
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where Jonathan has gone to negotiate an estate
purchase with the Count Dracula. Soon after his
arrival he finds himself a prisoner of the
mysterious Count, whose glowing red eyes,
ghostly pallor, and gleaming sharp teeth leave no
reflection in the shaving glass. What manner of
man casts no reflection and crawls face-first down
the castle walls like a lizard? Jonathan, desperate
to escape, confronts the Count, who, with a
mocking bow, grants him permission to go. As he
races out the unlocked castle door, he is greeted
by a trio of howling female monsters, their
"voluptuous crimson lips" opened wide to reveal
their deadly fangs. Knowing his fate is now
sealed, Jonathan plans a daring escape. He follows
a band of gypsies into the castle crypt, as they
prepare to transport Dracula to England. After the
gypsies leave, Jonathan comes out of hiding and
searches the crates the gypsies have been filling
with "rotten earth." To his horror, he finds the
Count, appearing to be quite dead, yet his lips still
bright red, with rivulets of fresh blood running
from the comers of his mouth. Dracula is
transported to Carfax Abbey in England, next
door to the estate of Dr. Seward and his beautiful
daughter Lucy. Dracula comes to her by night in
a swirling blue mist and possesses her. Seward
engages Professor Abraham van Helsing, an old
school chum, to come diagnose Lucy's illness.
Her ghostly pallor and the two tiny punctures on
her neck lead Van ReIsing to believe Lucy has
become the victim of Nosferatu, the Un-Dead.
In a flawless retelling of this classic horror
tale, Wynne-Jones offers an adaptation that is sure
to capture the imagination of those young readers
looking for a suspensefully good read. Gal
conjures up vivid images of the bleak
Transylvanian countryside, where the jagged
crumbling battlements of Dracula's castle are
silhouetted against the pale light of the moon.
Evocative paintings, coupled with chilling detail
from the original story, have masterfully given life
to one of literature's most fiendishly intriguing
villains, one hundred years after his creation.

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Strickland, Brad. The Bell, the Book, and the
Spellbinder. Dial, 1997. ISBN 0-8037-1831-4.
$14.99. 149 pp.
A 5-6 FI

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

In the small town of Duston Heights,
Massachusetts, there isn't much for two active
upper-elementary boys to do on a cold, rainy day
except visit the local library. There they play quiz
games about trivia and history.
It is a rainy March afternoon in the mid-1950s
when two friends, Johnny and Fergie, sit at a table
in the Conversation Room of the public library.
They have played all the word games they wanted.
They think they have read every book in the
"crummy library." As Johnny is about to leave for
home, he challenges Fergie to find out what the
last book in the library was. Since Fergie isn't
ready to go home to a house with an over-worried
mother and a father traveling on the road
somewhere up in Vennont or New Hampshire, he
starts to scan the library shelves for something
interesting he hasn't read before. Nothing looks
appealing. He decides to find out what the very
last book in the library is. He goes past the
histories and biographies. He goes all the way to
the very last set of shelves. There in the shadows
stands a fat, dull-looking book called The Book of
True Wishes by Jarmun Thanatos. As Fergie
examines the book, he meets a strange-looking old
man who urges him to take the book home.
When Fergie starts reading the book, he
notices that he is unable to go back to any
previous page. Soon, he is sucked under the spell
of unexplainable forces. It takes the courage and
help of his friend Johnny and the knowledge and
wit of the clever Professor Childrermass to
overcome the magical and secret reign of terror
than an evil sorcerer had bestowed on him.
This book will appeal to those who enjoy
supernatural stories. It captures the reader's
attention immediately with its well-written,
intriguing plot. The story centers around a book
that grants wishes but cannot be destroyed. The
suspense ultimately leads to a final dramatic
conclusion that portrays the power of friendship.
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Thomson, Peggy and Barbara Moore. The Nineton Cat: Behind the Scenes at an An Museum.
Houghton Mifflin, 1997. ISBN 0-395-826551. $21.95. 96 pp.

*

8+ NF

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

Have you ever wondered what lies behind
those forbidding "Staff Only" doors at the art
museum? If so, The Nine-Ton Cat will give you a
special VIP, behind-closed-doors tour of the
National Gallery in Washington, D.C. From
curators to conservationists to security guards to
movers, this in-depth guide of a museum gives
various points of view on how a museum works
and all the people involved in the process. From
six a.m. to six p.m. we get to see all that goes on
behind doors, on the museum floors, and in the
exhibits. During our tour we will learn such
tantalizing tidbits as how to perform "surgery" on
a painting, how to move a fifteen-ton bronze
sculpture, why a museum needs eight hundred
keys, and how to arrange art works in a display.
With seventy-seven color and thirty-nine blackand-white illustrations, a multitude of different
voices, and a peek into every part of the museum,
this is a book that will be sure to excite and
motivate young readers to visit the local art
museum with a new perspective and sense of
anticipation. Indeed, The Nine-Ton Cat banishes
the image of musty, dark museums and replaces it
with the impression that it is a place of action,
education, and enjoyment.

••••

Vander Meer, Ron and Frank Whitford. The
Kids' An Pack. DK Publishing, 1997. ISBN
0-7894-2169-0. $29.95. 16 pp.
A3+PBNF

production, it provides a feast for the eyes, mind,
and hands. The book is divided into seven
sections that correspond with the openings and
include topics like How Art is Made, Picturing
Reality, Light and Color, and Style and Subject.
Art is displayed on lift-the-flaps, which have
information about the piece, along with a graphic
explanation of how that medium is produced on
the back and underneath. These are examples of
mechanical elements used in a manner integral to
the subject matter, not merely in a superfluous
format. The participatory elements are excellent,
although sometimes intricate. The realistic
replication of a mobile and the color-mixing discs
are complete in the book. Included is a booklet of
extensive "How-To Activities." The mechanics
are sometimes gimmicky but never boring.
The most laudable aspect of this book is the
depth and range of art displayed and used. The
authors do not teach down to children but offer a
variety of art and explanations of principles in
concise language and excellent and extensive use
of graphics. Difficult concepts like perception,
viewpoint, and light are taught through innovative
overlays and a wonderful pop-up showing the
evolution of a realistic subject to an abstract
representation.
The published target age of eight years may
be low. Because of its intricacy and delicacy, this
book may not be suitable for libraries, but would
be wonderful for individuals and families (adults
really will enjoy "doing" this book with children),
and teachers would fmd it a useful resource full of
exciting ideas and methods. Plus, it's just fun!

••••

Reviewed by Martha Talman

Subtitled A Hands-On Exploration of An for
the Whole Family, The Kids' An Pack lives up to
its promise. "With more than sixty masterpieces,
twenty-five
lift-the-flaps,
twelve
threedimensional models," this is experiential learning
at its best. Another great Dorling Kindersley
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great book for your tiny tot. A good one, too, if
your child is just learning to read .

••••
Wells, Rosemary. Max's New Suit. illustrated by
Rosemary Wells. Penguin, 1998. ISBN 08037-2270-2. $5.99. Unpaginated.
A O-Pre PB
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Wells, Rosemary. Max's Breakfast. illustrated by
Rosemary Wells. Penguin, 1998. ISBN 08037-2273-7. $5.99. Unpaginated.
A O-Pre PB

Reviewed by Sarah Fisher

Max hates eggs! His big bunny-sister Ruby
insists that he eat one for breakfast, or no
strawberries for him. Max does everything he can
think of to avoid the "bad egg." First, he tries to
hide the egg, then he tries to hide himself. But
every time, his efforts are to no avail. Finally,
Ruby, without thinking of the consequences, eats
the egg to show Max that it really is good. With
the egg all gone, Max happily feasts on fresh
strawberries!
For those of us that love Max, here is another
great book. The illustrations and wording are
simple enough to be just perfect for younger
children. The silly ways in which Max tries to
escape his egg, and then the surprise way that he
eventually does, all combine to make a delightful,
read-me story. Be careful with your rough-andtumble preschooler, though. For a board book, the
pages are none too durable, and the binding is
poorly done. But counting content alone, this is a

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Reviewed by Sarah Fisher

It's a party and time for Max the bunny to get
ready. Max's big sister Ruby dresses him in his
brand-new suit, which Max hates. Even worse,
she insists on putting it on just exactly how it
should be. But Max has his own idea. Once Ruby
leaves, Max takes off his suit and puts it back on
his own way-pants on arms, shirt on legs, jack
on ears, and so on. Now satisfied, Max heads to
the party.
A board book for younger children, the
pictures and words are just the right simplicity.
Toddlers will relate to Max's desire for
independence and the need to do things his own
way. The comic way that Max puts on his suit
adds humor. Though the book is not as durable as
a board book should be, and though the binding is
done poorly, this is yet another read-me Max
book. For all Max fans out there, this is one that
must be added to your collection.

••••
West, Mark. Everyone's Guide to Children's
Literature. Highsmith Press, 1997. ISBN 0917846-90-7. $15.00. 101 pp.
A Adult NF

Reviewed by Suzanne Hess

West's book is an excellent resource for those
interested in children's literature. A brief
introduction describes how children's literature
has evolved over the years and sets the mood for
this reference guide. The chapters cover key
reference works, journals, periodicals, and
organizations related to children's literature. A
section on children's literature on the internet is
also included. A list of major awards for
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children's literature and a categorized list of
books about children's literature round out this
excellent resource. For someone who has an
interest in children's literature, but does not know
where or how to access information, this is a great
starting point.

••••
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New In Paperback
by Jim Jacobs
Professor
Department of Teacher Education
Brigham Young University

The following books have recently appeared in
paperback, either for the first time or after a long
absence. All are recommended.
Alexander, Lloyd. The First Two Lives of LukasKasha. Puffin, 1998. ISBN 0-14-130057-4.
$4.99. 213 pp. Grades 5-8. Reprint. After
paying a silver penny to encourage a magician
to perform in the town square, a carpenter's
helper is conjured to a strange place where
the people call him the King of Abadan.
Brothers Grimm. The Golden Goose. Retold and
illustrated by Uri Shulevitz. Farrar, Straus,
1998.
ISBN
0-374-42748-8.
$.95.
Unpaginated. Grades Pre-3. Reprint. When
the youngest of three sons, a simpleton, cuts
down a tree, he finds a golden goose that is
the key to his eventually finding the princess
and his fortune.
Clements, Andrew. Frindle. Alladin, 1998. ISBN
0-689-81876-9. $3.99. 105 pp. Grades 4-6.
Reprint. When he decides to tum his fifth
grade teacher's love of the dictionary around
on her, clever Nick Allen invents a new word
and begins a chain of events that quickly
move beyond his control.
D'Vincent, Cynthia. The Whale Family Book.
North-South Books, 1998. ISBN 1-55858947-3. $8.95. Unpaginated. Grades 4-8.
Reprint. Text and photographs present an
observer's view of how whales live, eat,
migrate, and socialize, including a dramatic
evening when a pod of whales circle the
author's small boat and open their mouths
right above her.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Fleischman, Sid. The Abracadabra Kid. Beech
Tree, 1998. ISBN 0-688-15855-2. $4.95. 194
pp. Grades 4-8. Reprint. The autobiography
of the Newbery award-winning children's
author who set out from childhood to be a
magtclan.
Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm. Snow White and
Rose Red. illustrated by Gennady Spirin.
Paperstar, 1997. ISBN 0-698-11585-6. $6.95.
31 pp. Grades K-4. Reprint. A newly
illustrated version of the classic tale about
two kind sisters' experiences with an
enchanted bear and an ungrateful gnome.
Marshall, James. Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Puffin, 1998. ISBN 0-14-056366-0. $5.99. 32
pp. Grades K-3. Reprint. A whimsical and
offbeat retelling of the familiar tale about the
little girl who visits the house of three bears.
Martinez, Victor. Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida.
Harper, 1998. ISBN 0-06-447186-1. $5.95.
216 pp. Grades 5-9. Reprint. Manny relates
his coming of age experience as a member of
a poor Mexican family in which the alcoholic
father only adds to everyone's struggle.
Marzollo, Jean. Home Sweet Home. illustrated by
Ashley Wolff. Harper, 1998. ISBN 0-06443501-6. $5.95. Unpaginated. Grades Pre-2.
Reprint. illustrations and simple rhyming text
ask blessings on everything on earth from ant
to tree, stream to whale, and moonbeams to
stars.
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McGraw, Eloise. The Moorchild. Alladin, 1998.
ISBN 0-689-82033-X. $4.50. 241 pp. Grades
5-8. Reprint. Feeling that she is neither fully
human nor "folk," a changeling le&ms her
true identity and attempts to find the human
child whose place she had been given.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Shiloh Season. Alladin,
1998. ISBN 0-689-80646-9. $4.50. 120 pp.
Grades 4-7. Reprint. When mean and angry
Judd, who has never known kindness, takes to
drinking and mistreating his dogs, Marty
discovers how deep a hurt can go and how
long it takes to heal.
Schotter, Roni. Passover Magic. lllustrated by
Marylin Hafner. Little Brown, 1998. ISBN 0316-77928-8. $5.95. Unpaginated. Grades 15. Reprint. A young girl and her relatives
celebrate Passover with the traditional seder,
a dinner with special foods and special
meaning.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss1/9
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Play Reviews

Ashby, Sylvia. Mrs. Peck's Christmas Puddin'.
Encore Performance Publishing, 1997. ISBN
1-57514-297-X. 28 pp.
B 2-5

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Mrs. Peck has been left a poor widow with six
children by her husband's untimely death. The
family has scraped by so far, but this Christmas
looks worse than those before. Despite careful
plans and boundless energy, the children are
unable to beg the ingredients and a pot for the
traditional Christmas pudding. All their efforts
seem frustrated and the evening looks hopeless
when a bearded stranger comes in, asks a few
questions, and offers gifts, food, and happiness. It
is not Santa Clause, but the long-lost Uncle Jack
back from a successful, several-years-Iong trip to
California, where he found gold.
Freely adapted from an 1859 play by Eliza
Lee Follen, this nineteenth-century tale depicts
poverty, want, and the various ways people of
means have of dealing with the destitute. The
characters are interesting and give excellent
opportunity for young people to play enthusiastic
parts. Scenery and costume requirements are
limited. It should be a lot of fun for school and
amateur groups looking for an unusual piece for
Christmas time that does not deal with religion.

••••
Burgess, Dana Tai. The Nightingale: A DanceTheatre Performance. Written by Mary Hall
Surface. Music by David Maddox.
Unpublished. For script and performance
rights contact Willie Bell Music. 22 pp.
A 2-6

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

This dance-theatre adaptation of Hans
Christian Andersen's classic sketches the tale with
powerful visual dance images that reach to the
heart of the story.
The Emperor of Japan sends a book of poetry
that describes the wonders of the Chinese
Emperor's Kingdom. The spacious palace and
expansive gardens are lavishly praised, but the
Japanese writer saves his highest praise for the
nightingale. The Emperor is delighted to hear that
the writer recognizes the palace for its beauty and
especially appreciates the gardens (although he has
not visited them himself). More surprising is the
singular praise the writer heaps on the unknown
nightingale from a distant province. The Emperor
immediately demands it be brought to the palace.
Bumbling servants are eventually led to the
bird but at first reject it because it does not appear
lavish on the outside. But when they hear her song,
they vigorously work to bring her to the palace.
Only when the sympathetic servant suggests her
song could live in the Emperor's heart does she
agree to the palace trip.
Her song delights the house-bound Emperor,
but a brightly designed mechanical nightingale
with a single predictable song replaces the live
bird, who flies back to the forest. The machine
wears out, and the Emperor pines away until Death
comes for him. The nightingale returns to
encourage, cheer, and eventually help the Emperor
overcome Death's onslaught. She then successfully
invites the Emperor to the gardens outside the
palace to experience the unexpected, lovely, real
world.
Narrative elements are kept to a
minimum--the poetry is in the dance and music of
this version-but the tale is eloquently told.
Choreographic suggestions are included, a copy of
the music is available on CD, and several
photographs of the original Kennedy Center
Production are included. Suggested for
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professional companies or very advanced
amateurs. Requires a cast of four women, two
men, all of whom must dance and move well.

••••
Dolginoff, Stephen. Journey to the Center of the
Earth. Encore Performance Publishing, 1997.
ISBN 1-57514-306-2. 45pp.
B 4-7

Reviewed by Nancy Hovasse

Journey to the Center of the Earth is a thin
musical adaptation of Jules Verne's classic by the
same name. As in the original tale, the young Axel
Lindenbrock prefers to stay home and live
vicariously through books rather than face the
actual challenge of adventure. However, his
stalwart anthropologist uncle, Professor Otto
Lindenbrock, soon convinces him that together
they should explore the center of the earth in
hopes of discovering the secrets buried deep in its
core. A trusted colleague, Dr. nsa Van Dyke, joins
them on the adventure, and the success of the
journey and the survival of the explorers are
threatened when greed and jealousy tear the party
apart.
Although a musical score was not available
for review, the lyrics in the script are quite clever,
and the musical numbers do serve to further the
plot. However, character development in the piece
is extremely weak, and the required visual
elements could make it difficult to fully mount the
production. If simply mounted, the play could be
presented as a classroom acti vity and would offer
an introduction to the Verne classic.

••••
Koren, David. The Falling Moon. Dramatic
Publishing Company, 1995. ISBN 0-87129-621-7.
48pp.
B 3+

Reviewed by Nancy Hovasse

The Falling Moon reveals a war-loving
kingdom whose King and Princes wage war
simply "for the fun of it." The burning of villages
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and murder of peasants have become sport to these
royals who don't even remember why they are
fighting. Saddened by this troublesome state of
affairs, the moon responds by slowly falling from
the sky. Guided by the powerful Sorceress,
Prophetess, and a willful peasant, Frannie, the
young warring Princes are convinced that they
must do something to comfort the old, sad moon.
Together, the princes and their guides begin a
whirlwind journey to collect three items which
might bring solace to the moon. Ultimately, the
Princes learn important lessons about the price of
war and the rewards of kindness.
This fast-moving play is correctly billed by the
publisher as "a comedy on serious themes." Simple
characters, speaking in a contemporary dialect set
in a pseudo-medieval kingdom, are literally
"zapped" from location to location in this rather
cinematic script. A full-length play with roles for
five women and six men, the casting can easily be
expanded to include up to fourteen additional
actors. An imaginative script, the production
elements could be elaborate or could be
accomplished quite simply.

••••
Mason, Timothy. Timothy Mason: Ten Plays For
Children from the Repertory of the Children's
Theatre Company of Minneapolis. Smith &
Kraus, Inc, 1998. ISBN 1-57525-120-5. 320
pp.
VARIES 2-6

Reviewed by Athena Madan

There is no creature more full of yearning
than a young girl or boy. The gestures of
childhood seem to be a reaching, grasping,
sometimes almost envious striving for a
world that lies waiting. For an audience of
children, life on the stage becomes a
metaphor for all of the yearnings that spell
out the meaning of childhood.
Thus writes Mason in his introductory notes of
this collection of plays. In addition to well-known
favorites, including Tom Sawyer, Aladdin and the
Magic Lamp, and Pinocchio, this collection also
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contains tales from Africa, China, and the
Ukraine, all adaptations of classic literature or
folklore. The collection is energetic, wideranging, and stimulating.
Each play was originally produced by the
Minneapolis Children's Theatre Company, which
had the unique condition of relatively generous
budgets, big sets, and large casts. This is reflected
in the majority of these adaptations, but Mason
points out that The Nightingale, African Tales,
and Ukrainian Tales are modest in scale and
production requirements. He also indicates that all
the plays in the collection have been performed
successfully by small theatres, schools, and
community groups which used imagination and
resourcefulness. Mason is willing to allow greater
liberties (in double casting, elimination of minor
characters, and text-trimming) to those producing
these plays than he would to anyone staging his
"grown-up" plays.
Below are individual reviews and ratings for
each play in the collection. Good reading!

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 54 pp.
A 4+

Mississippi Belle, I'm bound to leave you
Mississippi Belle, I'm bound to go ...
Well my journey is not over
Yet I still have far to go
And I do not fear the river
Or the stormy winds that blow
There's a time before returning
And a time for moving on
Like the bird that flies from winter
In the morning I'll be gone
Mississippi Belle, I'm bound to leave you
Mississippi Belle, I'm bound to go ...
Tom's faithful friend Huckleberry Finn,
despite all respectable and reputable societal odds,
turned out to be so likeable in Tom Sawyer that
Mark Twain had no choice but to continue his
story. Here Huck consciously confronts the
identity his family and the town have created for
him and proves to all-himself included-his
capacity to be all the better for it.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

The Mississippi River plays an even more
important role in this play than in Tom Sawyer; the
set suggests a real feeling of traveling on a broad
river, reinforcing the idea of Huck's inner quest or
journey. Other than this, costume and lighting
requirements are not elaborate. The cast list is large
(sixteen male, nine female), but many of the roles
can be doubled to include the townspeople, slaves,
gospel singers, and musicians. Professionals or
experienced amateurs are recommended.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. 38 pp.
A 4+

The legend of Tom's unruly mischievousness
and Huckleberry Finn's unjustifiable amiability
live on in this well-crafted stage adaptation of
Mark Twain's classic. A singer, or musical
narrator, gives the playa sort of oriental, invisible
twist, moving in and out of the action of the play,
just as the character of Mark Twain himself both
participates and narrates. The romance factor, with
Becky Thatcher, 'plays a less important role than it
does in other stage adaptations, which may be more
appropriate for children of this age, but does not
downplay its effect on Tom's sense of self.
Through it all, as we accompany Tom on his
exciting escapades, we see the emergence of his
own personal code of conduct: he keeps his word
to a friend; he may be scared to death, but he sees
things through; he uses his head, keeps his cool,
and keeps on trying. It's still a good code.
This would be a challenging production to
stage because requirements are often elaborate. The
Mississippi River is the dominant, unseen character
of the play, and the continuous action shifts on
different areas of the stage designated for their
focus. This is a large-cast show (twenty-one male,
seven female plus townspeople). Professionals or
experienced amateurs are recommended.
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African Tales: Kalulu and His Money Farm and
Rumpelstiltskin. 28 pp.
B 3+

African Tales is a narrative mime told
primarily by the use of African masks, Mrican
dance, and a few choice words in Swahili
(although they are not included in the script). In
the fIrst tale, a King divides the harvesting chores
of his kingdom among the subjects: peanuts for
the Warthog, corn for the Lion, bananas for the
Zebra, beans for the Monkey, and coconuts for the
Giraffe. Lazy, bragging Rabbit promises to grow
an impossible crop, but learns that "lies only
brings troubles and worries and a sore hide ... "
The second tale, Rumpelstiltskin, is the
German story we are all familiar with, only told as
if we were in Africa. The King, in search for an
extraordinary wife, summons all the extraordinary
daughters of the Kingdom to demonstrate their
extraordinary talent. A discouraged miller,
wishing there were something extraordinary about
his most ordinary daughter, brags she can spin
straw into gold. While she cries rather ordinary
tears, the strange Rumpelstiltskin comes to her
rescue, accepting as recompense her fIrst-born
child, unless she guesses his name. Using her
queenly resources, she is able to fmd out his name
and keep her child. It becomes a rather
extraordinary experience after all.
Cast of eleven+ (three male, two female; the
rest flexible). There are no set or stage
requirements, so this could be easily staged in an
elementary classroom or tour to other classrooms.
The flexibility of the script allows for a lot of fun
and creative stylization. Original musical score
available.
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp. 41 pp.
B3+

From names such as Mohammed and Fatmaa,
to Marketplace scenes, to customary phrases and
Arabic references, there is a defmite MiddleEastern authenticity to this script. This story is
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well adapted to the stage, full of energy, vitality,
and mysticism.
There may be challenging elements in staging
this production: The Jinn (genie) of the Lamp's
entrances are heralded with Rings of Fire; special
lighting and sound effects accompany natural
disasters, as well as the Sorcerer's conjuring
temper-tantrums; the Carpet really is a flying
Carpet; set requirements include a Persian Palace,
a Marketplace, and a Pavilion (not to mention there
is also a palace in Morocco). The cast is large:
twenty-five+, but the script is versatile. Would
work well with professionals, experienced
amateurs, and perhaps even well-directed
elementary or junior high school students. Original
musical score available.

Beauty and the Beast. 36 pp.
A 3+

Mason's adaptation of this classic tale is well
suited for the stage. Characters are younger than
"traditional" portrayals, but their youth brings
energy and vitality to the bleak English setting of
the play. Characters and their interrelationships are
well developed and realistic, but this does not
detract from the "magic" of the fairy tale that has
made it so well loved. The ending is somewhat
contrived, but sometimes it really does take a
"sudden grief' to make us realize our capacity to
feel.
A series of vignettes is employed to tell this
story. If the design is not fluid and flexible, it can
lack energy. Ideally, the principal element should
be lighting. Requires a cast of ten+ (four female,
six male).

Kidnapped in London. 24 pp.
A 5+

To Mary, Queen, awakening
One bleak mid-winter mom,
Came like a falcon to its King
Fair Jesu to be born.
And though the wind was cold as stars,
And though the shadows, long,
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When winter's cage flung wide its bars
The skylark found his song ...
This is the song young Corin sings as the play
begins. And it is a very appropriate song.
Kidnapped in London relates his story, not unlike
that of the skylark's-his own awakening, the
discovery of his own song, the contribution of his
own verse. When Corin is taken by a professional
company of actors from all that is familiar to him,
we follow his experiences on the dark and dreary
downtown streets and witness the change as he
discovers his own inspiration behind the song:
CORIN:

JOSEPH:

The Warwickshire Hills in
spring,
Joey.
And
sometimes-there's a special
place by the river's edge,
see-and sometimes I sit there
and sing, or, p'raps, just sit there
. . . And once I found a bird
there, Joey-just a little snip of a
bird-too young to be out and
about by hisself. I tried to make
him go back to his nest, but he
wouldn't, not him. So we just
sang there, together, him and me
-just sang. Oh, will ye na come,
Joey? Will ye na?
Nay, Corin, I will na. I canna,
Cory. This is where I live, see?
These people ... This ... I must
live in it. Must, brother. Tis very
pretty to sing with a bird, Cory, I
do na say it's not. But to sing for
people-real
persons,
Cory-now that's something
different altogether. It changeth
them somehow, if ye know what
I mean. But I expect ye don't,
what Cory? That's something
ye've to learn for thyself.

[And so] spring awoke that very day
And warmed December's dawn,
To hear the skylark'sgladsome lay,
Like dew upon the lawn.
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This is a well-written script with mystical,
tangible characters (ten male, three female but
flexible) and subtle religious undertones. Although
originally staged by the professional company at
Minneapolis, it should also be successful with a
cast of experienced amateurs. Set and costume
requirements are from the period of the
Renaissance. Musical scores available through the
Children's Theatre Company.

The Nightingale. 17 pp.
A 3+

This adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's
The Nightingale and The Proverb, which precedes
it, are told in narrative mime through a style
inspired by the Peking Opera. What are the morals?
Proverb teaches us not to be "in such a hurry tol
get There) that you forget! why you went." In The
Nightingale, we learn to not be deceived by glitter
and show, but "a true voice! and a gentle heart! are
all! you will ever need."
The cast is- small, with five principal roles
(one male, four female but flexible) plus other
members of the court. The set is minimal: flowing
fabrics, shimmering screens, and pastel colors.
Could be performed easily in a classroom setting
with or for elementary students. Original musical
score also available.

Pinocchio. 38 pp.
A3+

This delightful adaptation captures the Italian
spirit of Carlo Collodi's fairy tale that is not often
portrayed. Characters are fun, feisty, and believable
in all their folly: Gepetto is still loveable in his
dreamy, absent-minded-professor sort of state;
Pinocchio's innocence and inherent goodness lead
to both his downfall and salvation as he wanders
the cobblestone streets; the Fox and the Cat,
complete with dark suits and smoky cigars, are
reminiscent of Mafia thugs. There are even a few
Commedia dell' Arte stock characters thrown in to
add to the Italian ambiance.
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Although originally staged with elaborate
settings, the show does not require them. There
are fifteen speaking roles (twelve male, three
female) plus townspeople. The adaptatiqn would
work best with professionals or very experienced
amateurs. Original musical score available.

Treasure Island. 38 pp.
A 4+

Retaining the dark, melancholic suspense of
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic adventure, this
adaptation is well suited for the stage. Like the
novel, the entire play is a flashback, the action
being forwarded by the narrating voice of Jim
Hawkins. In this way, we are given the same
description and characterization that Stevenson
has so masterfully crafted in his novel. The
naturalistic style and pace of the dialogue also
make the characters believable, springing from the
storybook to a life that only the drama of the stage
can create.
This is a fairly elaborate production, requiring
special effects with sound and lighting. It is
probably the set that would be the most difficult to
stage. A professional cast (twenty-one male, four
female) or highly experienced amateurs is
recommended.

The Ukrainian Tales: The Fat Cat and The
Chatterbox. 15 pp.
B 2+
These two tales are told to us through the
Bandurist, the traditional traveling storyteller,
with ad-lib interjections by Ukrainian actordancers. The Fat Cat gives us a cat so fat he will
not chase a mouse, so he is banished to the forest.
There he meets a husband-seeking fox, marries
her for her cakes, is introduced as the most
ferocious animal of the forest, and has
experiences to prove it! The Chatterbox is the
story of gullible Tusya, who cannot keep quiet.
When her husband finds a bag of gold, and in his
efforts to claim it as his own manages to convince
her that he found it growing on a tree, she learns
some things are best left unsaid. These are
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energetic, humorous tales, told simply for the
telling among this lively group, more than for any
didactic value.
There are five principal roles (one male, one
female, the rest flexible) plus townspeople and
dancers. With the exception of one character, the
ages are unimportant. The set is minimal, reflecting
the simple, brightly painted flats which a group of
traveling players might carry with them from place
to place. Would work well for an elementary
audience.

••••
McCullough, L.E. Plays from Mythology. Smith
and Kraus, 1998. ISBN 1-57525-110-8. 192
pp.
A 4-6

Reviewed by Jette Halladay

An excellent resource for teachers, Plays from
Mythology is exactly what it professes to be: a
dramatic resource for teachers to use with studies
in other disciplines. The anthology includes twelve
myths from the following cultures: Aboriginal
people of Australia; Celts of Ireland; Nordic tribes
of Scandinavia and Germany; Buddhists of India;
people of Greece and Rome, Ancient Sumaria,
Ancient Mesoamerica, Egypt, China, Nigeria; and
Native American cultures.
Each tale is scripted with economy and
purpose. The characters are simple and engaging.
McCullough has included simple blocking and
music, but makes it clear that teachers should feel
free to explore with their own imaginations and
circumstances. Typical running time for each tale
is fifteen to twenty minutes. The myths are written
for children to perform for other children in a
classroom setting or to be combined and adapted
for a school.

••••
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Parker, Ron. Under the Influence. LE. Clark, 1993.
ISBN 0-88680-378-0. 35 pp.
B 9-12

Reviewed by Nancy Hovasse

Under the Influence explores the painful
relationship between substance abusers and those
who become victims of their disease, the codependents. Relating in graphic detail, horrific
true incidents of physical and emotional abuse,
neglect, suicide, and even incest, this play is
meant to shock and disturb the audience. It is not
filled with hope, but instead, offers an honest look
at the worst in human nature.
The play has a few scenes that involve more
than one character, but most of the play consists
of monologues. The fifteen main characters are
primarily teenagers. Each has a rather lengthy
monologue that confronts the individual whose
addiction has in some way affected his or her
ability to maintain an emotional balance. The
monologues are performed in a manner that
substitutes the audience for the abuser. The
playwright emphasizes the use of a mobile as the
central set piece. Throughout the play, each
character removes or adds to the mobile creating
an imbalance to the structure-an obvious
metaphor of the imbalance created in the life of
the co-dependent. The play requires minimal
technical support and offers many roles for young
actors. Because the piece raises some important
issues, it would be wise to provide an opportunity
for postshow discussion guided by a professional
substance abuse counselor.
Thistle, Louise. Dramatizing Mother Goose, The
Teachers Guide to Play Acting in The
Classroom. Smith & Kraus, 1998. ISBN 157525-125-6. 111 pp.
A Pre·2

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

This outstanding classroom handbook by
Thistle (other titles: Dramatizing Myths & TalesCreating Plays for Large Groups, and
Dramatizing Aesop's Fables, Creative Scripts for
the Elementary Classroom) provides the
elementary classroom teacher with another
excellent tool for introducing "formal" drama to
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children. In this most recent publication (working
with a new publisher), Thistle suggests the use of
the simple, colorful language of classic Mother
Goose rhymes to teach English in an exciting,
nonthreatening, and purposeful way. By using the
whole body, Thistle reaches beyond the obvious
use with young children who are playing with
sounds, rhymes, and images. Her work makes
language real, sensual, and fun!
Short, instructive chapters give excellent ideas
for classroom control, encouraging participation,
stimulating effective stage speech, and evaluating
and advancing the work being done by students.
She uses a range of theatrical techniques, but
phrases them in language understandable and
usable by classroom teachers not trained
specifically in theatre. There is a chapter on simple
settings, costume pieces, and rhythm instruments to
heighten the dramatic experience and utilize a
fuller range of talents of the children. She gives a
detailed model lesson using Little Miss Muffet as
an example, including "Reflection," a form of
evaluation.
The central part of the book are Thistle's word
and picture dramatizations of the following Mother
Goose Rhymes: Baa, Baa, Black Sheep; Hey!
Diddle, Diddle; Hickory, Dickory, Dock; Humpty
Dumpty; Jack and Jill; Jack Be Nimble; Little BoPeep; Little Boy Blue; Little Jack Homer; Little
Miss Muffet; Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary; The
North Wind Doth Blow; Oh, the Grand Old Duke
of York; Old King Cole; Old Mother Hubbard;
Sing a Song of Sixpence; and Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star.
The book concludes with sections on the
history of each of the Mother Goose Rhymes used
in the text, a discussion of the rhymes as literature,
suggestions for research and language activities, an
activity level index for all the rhymes used, a
subject index for Mother Goose across the
curriculum, and a three-page annotated
bibliography of additional resources.

••••
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Book Publishers
BANTAM DOUBLEDAY DELL,
1540
Broadway, New York, NY 10036
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2067 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140
CAROLRHODA BOOKS, see LERNER
DELACORTE
PRESS,
see
BANTAM
DOUBLEDAY DELL
DESERET BOOK COMPANY, PO Box 30178,
Salt Lake City, UT 84130
DIAL BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, see
PENGUIN USA
DISNEY PRESS, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 10011
DK INK, see DK PUBLISHING
DK PUBLISHING, 95 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY 10016
DUTTON CHn..DREN'S BOOKS, 375 Hudson
Street, New York, NY 10014
HARCOURT BRACE TRADE PUBLISHERS
CHn..DREN'S BOOKS DIY, 525 B. St.,
Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495
HARPERCOLLINS CHn..DREN'S BOOKS, 10
E. 53rd St., New York, NY 10022
HARPERTROPHY, see HARPERCOLLINS
HENRY HOLT & CO., 115 W. 18th St., New
York, NY 10011
HIGHSMITH PRESS, PO Box 800, W5527
HWY.106, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0800
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO., 222 Berkeley St.,
Boston, MA 02116
HYPERION BOOKS, see DISNEY PRESS
KAY PORTER KIDS, 70 The Esplanade,
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1R2, CANADA
KIDS CAN PRESS, 85 River Rock Drive,
Buffalo, NY 14207-2170
THE LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP, 241 First
Ave. N, Minneapolis, MN 55401
LITTLE, BROWN AND CO., 3 Center Plaza,
Boston, MA 02108-2003
LODESTAR BOOKS, 375 Hudson Street, New
York, NY 10014
Mn..LBROOK PRESS, INC., 2 Old New Milford
Rd., Brookfield, CT 06804
NORTHLAND PUBLISHING, PO Box 1389,
Flagstaff, AZ 86002
ORCHARD BOOKS, 95 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10016
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PENGUIN PUTNAM, INC., 375 Hudson St., New
York, NY 10014
RANDOM HOUSE INC., 201 E. 50th St., New
York, NY 10022
SCHOLASTIC INC., 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
TURTLE ISLAND PRESS, INC., 3104 E.
Camelback Road Suite 614, Phoenix, AZ
85016
VIKING CHll..DRENS BOOKS, 375 Hudson
Street, New York, NY 10014
WALKER AND CO., 435 Hudson Street, New
York, NY 10014

Play Publishers
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, PO Box
129, Woodstock, n.. 60098
ENCORE PERFORMANCE PUBLISHING, PO
Box 692, Orem, UT 84057
LE. CLARK PUBLICATIONS, PO Box 246,
Schulenburg, TX 78956-0246
SMITH AND KRAUS, PO Box 127, Lyme, NH
03768
wn..LIE BELL MUSIC, 1630 Euclid St. NW,
Suite 131, Washington, D.C. 20009
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